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ABSTRACT .

.1' ChiA report, prepared by the Lifelong Learning
Project at the reqtest of the Assistant Secretary for Education,
focuses on the adult years of lifelong learning. An executi$e summary
precedes the report and summarises its main'findings. For example; it
'is reported that the federal government has provided only a fraction
at its financiOl support for learning opportunities fp,r adults over
traditional college age. Par. 1 of the report defines lifelong
learning 4nd des6ribes the elements of a society concerned with
learning. Lifelong learning is described as the process by which
individuals continue .to develop their knowledge, skills,and
attitudes over their lifetimes. The second port analyze's-federal,,
state, and local relations in lifelong learning and recommends
federal activities in research, demonstration, and coordination at
each level. Part 3 appliesthe lifelong learning perspective to -four-
groups of learners: workeraturban youth, women, end, older aciults,
'and recommends some federal roles in improving. lifelong learning ,for
these groups. Four appendixes contain the findings of Congress,
sources of education and learning in,the U.S.A., the Lifelong .

Learning Act; and the Lifelong Learning PrOject papers. (CSS)
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The Lif ong Learning Act has created the possibility ofa unique
role fd the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Education:

-planning, 4s.seSsingi .and.-coordinating educatiorial policy-making
from a lifelonjg learning pirspect&te. The legislation was passed
beca4se of a, widely felt concern over the proliferation of- Federal
programs to support . adult learhing-.-by one .count close to 300
programs. What wag needed, 'Cortiresi declared, was riot still
another 'pr'Ogram, but a mechanism for assessing the learning needs
of inaviduals and society and for determining ways federal
resources and programs might best be used "to 'help: meet those
needs. This report is one step in that direction.

/
/ , . . .

/ The report was prepared by the Lifelong Learning Project, - the
' operational mechanism within the Office of the -Assistant Secretary

for Education, U.S. Department -of Health, Education, and Welfare.
The Project. was responsible for' Year One implementation of Title
I-B of the Amendments to the 1976.Higher.Education Act (P.L. 94-
482), known as the Lifelong 'Learning Act. Among the

resp nsibilities assigned to the Assistant.Secretary in Title I-B are
(see Appendix C for the complete text).

o planning, assessing, and coordinating projects related to lifelong
learning; ' ,

o assisting States to plan for and-assess the status of lifelong
learning; and -`-'. .

o improving a wide range of activities \that affect the availability
of Opportunities for lifelong learning.

. Jo.
(

PREFACE

The Lifelong Learning Project activities during. Year One were
intended co clarify the concept of lifelong learning, to analyze
Federal, State, and local roles, and to examine barriers to learning
for particular adult groups. The 'Project was supported by
resources contributed by agencies and programs of the Education
Division because of the interest _Title I-B generated among wide
segments of the educational and other, coMmurtities. Since June,
1977, the Project has:



Commissioned studies on areas- listed in Section 133(a) of the
legislation. Topics included the role of Federal and State
governments, institutions, and communities in support of
lifelong learning; foreign programs in lifelong learning; -the
relationship between work and education;sand the learning needs
of selectbd segments of the adult population. The papers from
these studies will be, made available after April 1, 1978, and will
be the subject of a series of discussion forums. (See Appendix
D. for a listing of these studies).

o Sponsored conferences on topics cif special intere4t, e.g., the
State perspective on lifelong learning; issues of cdordination,
finanting, and priority setting; and research on delivery
systems in adult education.

0. Conducted public briefings and hearings for representatives
from Congress, government agencies, educational
institutions, and community and learner. groups, in order to
improve communication and understanding of competing prio-
ties for lifelong learning.

o Exchanged information and ideas with other major lifelong
learning efforts in the public and private sectors.

O Developed this report.

This report, prepared by the Lifelong Learning Project at the
request of the Assistant Secretary for Education, focuses on theadult years of lifelong learning. The focus on adults is not meant
to imply that a "lifelong learning" perspective is limited to an
examination of the adukt years. But since so mach attention hasbeen given to the learning of youth in our nation, and since the
legislation itself emphasizes adult learning activities, we have
chosen to begin our examination of lifelong learning with the adultyears.

An executive summary precedes the report and summarizes its
main findings. The first part of the report defines lifelong learning
and describes the conceptual elements of a society concerned with
learning. The second part analyzes Federal-State-local relations in
lifelong learning and recommends Federal activities in research,
demonstration and coordination at each level. The third part
applies the lifelong learning perspective to four groups of learners:
workers, urban youth, women, and older adults, and recommends
some Federal roles in improving lifelong learning for these graups.
Other learner groups will be studied in' future reports on lifelong
learning.

ii
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

BACKGROUND

Lifelong Learning and Public Policy was prepared by the Lifelong
Learning Project for the Assistant Secretary for Education,.
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, in ac rd withTitle I-B of the 1976 Higher Education Act. With resourcescontributed by agencies and programs within the Education
Division, the Lifelong Learning Project commissioned studies ontopics mentioned in the legislation, sponsored conferences,
conducted public briefings, and exchanged information with other
major lifelong learning efforts in the preparation of this report.Reflecting the major emphasis of the Lifelong Learning Act, thisreport is especially concerned with the adult years of lifelong
learning.

THE CONO1EPTS

This l'eport focuses on Melon- learning, a term which refers tothe process by which individuals continue to develop their
knowledge, skills, and interests throughout their lifetimes, and onlearning opportunities, a term which refers to activities orprograms \-tough Which lifelong learning is nurtured. Alldeliberate learning activities are included, whether they occur inthe workplace, on campus, or at home, throiigh formal dr
nonformal organizations, through traditional or nontraditional
methods, or through the self-directed efforts of an individualhimself or herself.

A learningsociety is compoied of three elements: individuals who
foster their own growth and development; local providers who
collaborate in offering learning resources; and Federal,\State, and
local governments which pursue policy strategies direct 'ed toward
encouraging individual, growth and enriching learningopportunities. To create tatpderal role in this society which will
provide coordination at t ederal level, will support effectiveleadership at the State level, and will encourage responsive
prograins at the local level, is the challenge posed by the Lifelong
Learning Act.



THE FEDERAL ROLE

Although one study identifies 300 programs concerned with adult
learning in 29 Federal agencies, and estimates Federal support at
14 billion dollars, only a fraction of this money provides learning
opportunities for adults over the traditiortial college age. Despite

, this multitude of programs and the lack of exact data, two
generalizations can be made about the direciions the Federal
Government has been taking. One ii.the d6minan e of financial

3 support to individuals, partic tarty those cif college age, rather
than to institutions. The cond is the heavy emp

posts
sis on

activities taking place in posts ondary institutions rather
h

han in
less formal or.less traditional se tings..,, .

Future Federal. policy should hay
learning opportunities, for all cit
emphasize meeting learning need
through supporting learning opport

as a priority te availability of
ens. Public policy should also
as well as certification needs,
nities in a range of formal and

nonformal settings (universities, \ community colleges, public
schools, workplaces, community\ centers, public libraries,
museums, public broadcasting) fnat are tractive to and

.appropriate for all adults, particula ly those wi h special learning
needs. Steps, in this direction would include pro am analysis and

rdination, basic 'and applied research, and demonstration and
semination of effective learning practices.

FEDERAL-STATE RELATIONS

Although the degree of commitment to lifelong learning vari-e-s-`-
among States, all are affected by the increase of adult interest in
learning opportunities. Some States have developed or revised
postsecondary education master plans, others have carried out
detailed needs assessments, others hAvf developed specific
programs to provide adult learning opportunities, but almost all
have focused primarily on the traditional postsecondary education
system in their efforts.

Differences in administrative structures of support for lifelong
' learning are so great among the States that generalizations about
their relations with the Federal Government could be misleading.
Yet States do face some common issues. For example, the

A
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varietW and diversity of Federal programs Militate against
coordination of `the resultant activity in all States. The Federal
Government has further contributed to thragrnentation of State
activity by often requiring or urging the creation of multiple
agencies and authorities.

Another problem the States face is lack of inform'aion. Key State
education officials contend tliftt`they do not have reliable data onr which to base policy.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the lack of
ta

clear Federal
policy on lifelong learning makes the creation of State-level policy
difficult.

.Although the share of Federal education dollars flowing-through theStates is small,. coordinated Federal -Staff partnership can resultin far more effective adult ;earning opportunities. /
LOCAL PROVIDERS AND PUBLIC BOLICY .

`---. a, -,- -. -*--

Learning opportunities for adults are provided by a diverse group of
organizations and institutioos,in each, community. These providers
can be grouped into four types: institutions' and organizations,
whose primary purpose is providing edudational services,organizations which provide employment-based . learning
opportunities, cultural organizations, and community` or social
groups and movements. , Media could be conconsidered an additional
"provider" of locally available learnihg opport ities., A problem inthe "past has been that many, providers' ha operated separately
tatter than coordinatihg their resources' on behalf of (the leather./. x, .

..Given the diversity` of instructional resources available in-most
communities, local policymaking and planning groups needtechniques for identifying community !reds and establishingpriorities. Further, to assist in ilrogffim development and
implementation, providers often need assistance from groups which
already have expertise in recruiting, counseling, and teaching
adults, especially adults with sp 'ecial learning problems. Individuals,.
or institutions with proven solutions t1O-particular problems .should-
be identifiech and la local-State-Federal resource network should be
established. ,

.-N
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Federal, State and local policy should be directed toward
supplementing, not supplanting, the effo s , of local providers.
Policymakeis should emphasize three kindvof support: developing
services for the currently unnerved, developing mechanisms which
link learners to, the appropriate resources, and developing planning
and dinating strategies which encourage collaboration rather
tha petition among local providers.

SPECIAL LEARNER GROUPS

To illustrate lifelong learning needs and possible this
report focuses on four groups of learner,

WORKERS AS LEARNERS
,

Besides the work-related: offerings of educational institutions,
currently he nation's private and public employers and labor unions
conduct a vast network of training, education, and development
activities involving billions of dolkars and millions of adUlts.

5Although parti ation rates in Many* these programs are quite
high,workers I face barriers.of cost, scheduling, traosportation,
and attitudes. In addition, many Of these programs don6t fUlly
recognize the educative potential of the workplace. and do not

* emphasize the development of 'the individual within the system.
Polityrrtakers with a lifelong learning perspective can help to close
the gap. between the learning. and work lives of individuals by

\improving the work-related expeiience available tprough the
educational system, by improving the :learning- opportunities
available at the workplace, and by encouraging...linkages between
both systems to support continual ,humah development and life
transitions. .

. - I
URBAN YOUTH AS LEARNERS -, ..i.

Disadvantaged urban youth who have ;left the school system, and
who have 'unsatisfactory memories of their experiences there, are
among the least likely) groups tg .continue their learninA: The -,

consequence may be trouble for themselves and for society: low
skills and poor paying jobs, lack of self-understanding and prdblems
within the familyii an insulficieni grasp of the responsibilities4of
citizenship, and difficulties with the law and regulatory agencies of
society. .1 i

6.
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"The lifelong learning approach may provide a strategy that can,
assist the education system be more responsive to the needs of
urban youth: The enrichme of the high school curriculum with
worIcand, other non-acayleniie activities, the teform of -scheduling
4and entry and exit polycies, and the development of alternative
assessment and credentialing procedures may be possible strategies

- for promotinglifelong learning in urban youth.

WOMEN AS LEARNERS

-According to current surveys, women are marrying less often,
divorcing more often, /having fever children, heading more
households, and entering the labor force in increasing numbers. As
a result, they have -4 greater' interest and ,a greater need for
learning' than ever before.

Although women participate ir? adult education at nearly the same
rate as men do, many differ from men in their learning methods,
subjects, and motivationvtgurther, women still face barriers based
on stereotyping, financial limitations, lack of 'information, andt lack of. acceptance of the skills and knowledge they have
le nest informally. Federal lifelong learning policy should be
di ected toward removing these barriers and' toward developing new
le rning opportunities and support wrvices for women.

\ .10

OLDER ADULTS AS LEARNERS.

Although older adults are increasing both in numbers and Zs a
proportion of the total American populatiOn, they are' not tpking
advantage of adult learning oppoitunities compared to the i*st of
the population. Barriers older adults face include inadequate
transportation, lack of money, poor health, the kheduling^ of
programs during the evening, and, the ,attitude that learning is ford
the young and the intellectual. -

14arning can help older American cope with changing physical and
emotional needs, find .personal atisfaction, and cOntinue . their
usefulness to .6e community Different emphases and methods of
delivery can be used to, reach older adults; mass media,

viii



correspondence courses, coMmunity outreach, educational
brokering and counseling can all be effective depending on the
situation. Through legislative Changes, Federal coordination, and
the develop-tient a new services, the Federal Gover,nme4 can
promote a lifelong learning policy that -bettef serves the ,older
population. s

ti
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

To address the goals of _the .Lifeleng Learning Act, the FederalOo ernent should sponsor activities designed to improve learning
op -thnitieS for adults, through an ernphaSis on greaterequitrand
increased learner. orientation in policies and progr. Key
actiAties/ include,, program analysis and coordinati bask and
applied research, and demonstration and disseminati.n efiorts.

At the Federal level, the government should:

O Review programs serving adults, to assess patterns of
participation and to determine program effectiveness.

o Initiate realistic and modest coordination efforts designed to
reduce duplication anal to implement needed new program
services.

O Support. research and experimentation on barriers to greater
adult participation and on measures designed to overcome
barriers.

o Support the demonstration and dissemination of cost-effective
leafner-centered programs and linkages in communities.

o Empha.size the needs of disadvantage grtiups of adult learners
in all activities.

At the State level, the Federal Goyernmept should:

o Provide incentive grants for State leadership activities.

o Reduce duplication of effort required by Federarritograrns at
the State level.

o Assist States in improving information and assessmentefforts.

o Encourage the establishment of appropriate interstate and
regional services for adOlts.

At local levels, and Federal Government should:

O Support programs which develop new approaches for adults,
particularly the disadvantaged.

0 Support approaches which insure effective local Fontribution to
policymaking at State and Federal levels.



tI

o support the development of cost- effective materials and
practitioner training specifically for adult learning.

o Support coordination efforts in local' comniunities- which both
link learners with opportunities and appropriate providets with
each other.

o Support an enlarged network of learning opportunities that are
accessi on demand, of law cost to the learner, and open to
persons _o social classes, occupational status, and ethnic
origins. Museums, public libraries, and educational media are
the existing institutionk that best satisfy these conditiong.

xi



THE CONCEPT OF LIFELONG LEARNING

For the pas; 200 year, concern with learning in the United States
has focused on schools, and youth. We have developed an elaborate
system of elementary, secondary, and postsecondary education "to
serve the youth of America. By the time our young people reach
25, they have spent more hours in school than the people of any
other nation, or of any other civilization in history.

This .emphasis on youth and school rests or) the notion that life
unfolds in.three phases: education for youth, work for the middle
years, and retirement for old age. Yet these phases do not coincide
with the way most people live or with the way they want to live. A
growing number of people clearly feel a need for learning
opportunities during both the middle and later stages of life--to
advance their careers, to cope with change, to learn new skills, to
lead fuller lives. )91

WHAT IS LIFELONG LEARNING?

There are many overlapping approaches to the concept of lifelong
learning. Some stress the participation of adults in formal
programs of study; others stress nonformal learnirig activities in
the community OF workplace. Some stress compensatory programs
aimed at reaching. those who have had little or no secondary
schooling or who have completed high school without learning
necessary skill and knowledge. Others emphasize vocational
training to im rove skills or bring them up to date--an approach
based on the m tual needs of workers, employers, and communities.
Still others, reicognizing the stresses of modern life, emphasize
programs that address self-development and coping skills. The
broadest view bf lifelong learning is one that proposes reshaping
both formal an41 informal learping opportunities so that they meet
the needs of individuals and families of each stage of the life cycle.

The problem with all of these views of lifelong learning is. that they
focus on programs rather than on learning and learners. In this
report, lifelong learning refers to the process by which individuals
continue to deVelop their knowledge, skillsj'and attitudes over their
lifetimes. Learning opportunities refers to activities or programs
through whichlifefong.learning is nurtured. The Lifelong Learning



Adt.uses both terms.,(see Appendix A) emphasizing federal' supportfor making available such learning opportunities as

o adult basic education o preretirement and Oducation
for older and retired people

o continuing education

o independent study

o agricultural education

o business education and
labor education

o occupational education .
and job training programs

o parent education

p postsecondary education

o remedial edUcation

o special educational programs
for groups or for individuals
with special needs

o educational activities designed
to upgrade occupational and
professional skills, to assist
business, public agencies, and
other organizations in the use
of innovation and research
results, and to serve family needs
and personal development

All deliberate learning activities are included; whether they occurin the workplace, the. home, through formal or nonforttial
organizations, through traditional or nontraditional methods, orthrough. the self-directed efforts of the individual himself orherself.

-
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A VISION OF THE LEARNING SOCIETY*0

A society dedicated 'to. 'lifelong learning would be composed of
three elements: individuals who foster their own growth and
development,,local providers who collaborate in offering learriing
resources, and Federal, State and local governments which pursue
policy strategies directed toward encouragi9g individual growth and
enriched learning opportunities. Each of these elements will be
discussed in turn.'

Individual Leaning., The coQcept of individual growth and
development over the lifespaf has implications for learning
opportunities at each stage of life. Infants and children must have
opportunities to explore their world and test themselAs.
Adolescepts must understand physical and emotional changes and
must, make the tansition to work and, economic adulthood. Adults
must cope with their personal and career renewal, their changing
sexuality, their reactions to aging and the phenomenon of death.
These are some of the many areas of human growth which require a
major educational component but which have been overlooked
because of other, more dominant images of schooling, learning,

--7k7teaching, and education.

Local Resources. The concept of locally available learning
opportunities is noted in the concept of community. In contrast
with the model of a random collection of individuals in a given
geographical area, a real community has a sense of identity and a
mutual empathy wilihin the group. Families, ethnic .groups,
neighborhoods, churches; unions, clubs, or places of work--these
communities can support individuals in theii- learning efforts.

Many individuals organize their lives around metropolitan regions,
taking advantage of learning, opportunities which are close to home
and germane either to their job or their personal growth. Learning
opportunities for adults are now available in most areas through
theater groups, dance companies, arts councils, volunteering
opportunities, and mass media. Adult and continuing education
programs exist in most communities and continually create new
programs for personal and professional development. Community
colleges mushroomed during the sixties, and many four year
institutions are extending the services they offer off campus.
Vocational and professional training are available through places of
work, labor unions, professional organizations, and public and

3
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private training institutions. (See Appendix' B, "Sources of
Education anctLearning in the U.S.A.")

Local providers have two problems creating programs for the
currently unserved, and linking learners with programs that already
exist. ,The basic challenge of linking learners with resources seemsto be largely organizational and logistical. Policymakers4 'andplariners may find solutions in structures with ,a local organizing
principleadult edutatiOn councils; learning exchanges; educational
brokering centers; coThputer information, and eeferral banks; multi-
'campus instructional programs; collaboratiye offerings between.colleges and human service agencies or places of employment;
eduCational institutions which have ongoing links with regional,
county or municipal planning agencies; and multi-branch libraries:.
Through such locally. based structures, the needs of individuals and
groups can be assessed and educational services to meet theseneeds can be desigrfted and delivered. In some cases,
communication and 'collaboration among providers may be in
iniportant elements Of. Ole solution. The probability of individual
access is increased by local providers of learning opportunities
odrdinating their offerings within their geographic area.

/Policy Strategies 'Needed._ Developing public policy strategies
which- enhance ,iridividual' growth and enrich learning opportunities
is difficult, arlicularly in an area as amorphous as lifelonglearning. Education in the -United States has trOitionally been alocal function, a4, State responsibility,- and a Federal concern. To
create a Federal role NOich will provide leadership without limiting
local initiative and State authority is the challenge posed by the
Lifelong Learning Act.

4
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THE LIFELONG LEARNING ACT:
FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL IMPLICATIONS

Although,the LifelongLearning Act is a comprehensive statement
of the eederal interest in lifelong learning, its ultimate purpose is
to' improve 'rearning opportunities for individual citizens in local
settings-. Consequently, as well a5 delineating the Federal role, this
section discusses the essential role of State 'government 'and the
needed efforts at local levels. / e

What should 'future Federal' poligies toward lifelol learning during
the adult years emphasize ?' , Two concerns should be priorities:
greater emphasis 'on equity for' adults seeking educational services
and gre emphasis on learners and learning in governmental
policies, ograms, and research. These two emphases reflect the
fresh an.' mulch needed perspective .taken in the Lifelong Learning
Act toward educational needs in our society. The focus on adult
learners in this report is particularly. fitting. Because most

. institutions, programs, and government .policies were designed for
youth, they may not serve adults equitably. Because most adults
have met their learning needs outside classrooms, an understanding
of the way adults learn may enab'e us to better understand what
the relatiopship of formal to nonfbrrhal schooling should ;le ,in a
learning society.

Three types of activities should be*emphasized in geveloping

Federal policy in lifelong learning: program analysis 'and
coordination at Federal and State levels; basic and' applied research
on topics receiving little previous attention; and the demonstration
and dissemination of effective, broadly apPlicahi- learning

-I', practices at State and local levels.

THE FEDERAL LEVEL

So many Federal programs support learning opportunities for adults
that no coherent Federal policy can be identified. Because

researchers use varying definitions of "adult learning
opportunities," the exact number of programs and agencies and' the
amount of funds- used for adult learning is difficult to determine.
Since evaluation data are not gathered in any comparable form, it
is unclear which groups participate in and benefit from these
programs.
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The most widely quoted figures are from a College Entrance
Examination Board study, whiCh -defines Federal programs..
supporting 'adu t learning as those that provide education .ortraining to all tapes of students past compulsory school age. Usingthis definition he study identified almost 300 programs in 29
Federal agencies. The aggregate allocation for the education antraining parts of these programs varied enormously, ranging fro
$500,1)00 for continuing education for practicing dental auxiliar esto over $5.5 billion for education benefits for veterans. More t nhalf of the $14 billion was spent on three programs: educatibenefits for veterans (the G.I. Bill), the Basic Educationa
Opportunity Grants Program (BEOG), and extended social security
benefits to 18-to-22 year old dependents enrolled in school.

,Only a, fraction of the money goes, toward proyiding learning.,
opportunities for adults over the traditional college age. Among
the major programs that do serve adults are the Work Incentives
Program ($49 million). and the Comprehensive Employment andTraining Act ($253 million). Both programs are in the)epartment
of Labor.

Education programs that focus specifically on a)dults account for
another $545 milliop--just 4 percent of the total $14 billionr About
70 percent of this money goes toward three activities: +'
cooperative extension programs of land-grant uriivers,
adult component of vocational education grants to 0.(
the adult education grants awarded thrOugh State agencie

Wilde Fe& >upport for adult learning does not fit into < . tternthat suggests, a coherent-policy, at least two generalization:, can bemade about the directions the Federal Government ha been ,taking.One is the dominance of financial support td individuals,
particularly those of college age, rather than to instivtions. The
second is the heavy emphasis on activities taking .place in
postsecondary Institutions- rather than in less formal or lesstraditional settings.

r

What are the consequences, of these general patterns of Federalsupport for the fut e? First, Federal policy should focus onequity: the accessibi y and availability of learning opportunities

6



for all citizens. This ,emphasis on equity has been the cornerstone
of Federal support for formal postsecondary education. Yet
perplexing concerns remain regarding the adult . learner,
particularly the',disadvantaged adult learner. Despite the general
increases in participation in adult education, participation rates_
among the poor, the elderly, and the relatively uneducated are very
low, according to all studies in this area. Adults also appear to be
poorly served by certain, current financial aid policies which, for
example? do- not allow support for students enrolled in'college on a
less than half-time basis. Indeed, in surveys of Adults, "costs" or
"expenses" are most frequently cited as reasons for not pursuing fur-
ther education; 'yet both inattees country and in Europe, only two to
five percent of eligible w ers participate in education benefit
programs negotiated into, union contracts. A variety of financial
plans to accomplish the goal of greater opportunity for adults,
including entitlement vouchers,' endowments, and various tax
benefits, have *been advanced. However, much more must. be
,learned about the extent and importance of financial as well as
other barriers--lick of tirrie, lack of information, career concerns,
family pressures, and others. Research, analysis, and
experimentation should be undertaken )etter understand such
barriers and to determine what policies, financial and
programmatic, are needed to overcome them.

Second, Federal pblicy should focus on learning and learners.
Degree programs are but-on type of learning opportunity currently
sought by adults. Despite the, relatively low level of Federal
involvement, adult participation in a broad range of learning
opportunities has increased rapidly during the past two decades.
Enrollments- have increased in adult and continuing education
programs by more than 50 percent over the past 10 years. In
addition to the large numbers of ,adults registered, as parttime
college students, many are taking advantage of opportunities
offered, by their employers, by elementary and secondary school
systems, state and local governments, libraries, museums,
churches, and correspondeznce 'schools. (See Appendix B; Sources of
Education and Learning in the U.S.A.) Still others are engaged in
deliberate programs of self-instruction. Appropriate degree credit
shodld be available to adults who desire it but degree=granting
programs should not dominate the development of learning
opportunities for adults. Indeed, many feaf that the college degree
has lost part of its meaning and that our society is in danger. of
becoming over-schooled and over-credentialled.

7
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As an alternatives public policy might emphasize meeting learningneeds,, rather than certification needs, through encouraginglearning opportunities in a range of nonformal settings (workplaces,
community center, public libraries, museums, public broadc4tkg)
that are attractive to and appropriate for all adults, particularlythose with special le ruing needs. The goal changes from*inducingadults 'to obtain diplo as to enabling them to learn the things thatwill make them better at their jobs and happier with their lives.

This perspective-- as implications for the type of research and
demonstration projects the Federal Government might sponsor.
Besides sponsciring, research emphasizing participation in formaleducation ("Why don't blue collar workers take advantage of tuition
aid programs?'9, research should be undertaken which emphasizeslearning opportunities ("How can work be structured so that the
learning opportunities available in tile work setting are useful andrewarding?"). Demonstration projects might experiment withmaking work policy mor flexible so that people can cycle in andout of work, leisure and learning opportunities (Stern, 1977). These
and other possibilities, should be explored as part of policy researchwhich emphasizes access to learning opportunities as well asparticipation in formal education.

Finally, learning more about the diverse, "non-s'dhool patterns ofadult learning may have important consequences for other levels ofthe formal education system. 'Gan secondary schools make better
use of libraries,- museums, and community centers?'/What intrinsicand practical learning takes place on the job, and -should greater , .
opportunities for such learning be created, for young people;----increasingly cut off from the world of work and employment?Analysis of Fderal programs across all departments shou"l"d takplace, from S lifelong learning perspecti4e, to insure that oth

cyllproviders besides, traditional schools an institutions have theopportunity to participate in programs an receive Federal support.

Specifically, three types of activities should -be undertaken at theFederal level.

Research. In devilloping a coordinated program of research,development, demonstration, and evaluation of learningopportunities, the unique learning needs of subgroups of the total
adult population, including women, the unemployed, minorities, and
potehtial career changers should be emphasized. Clark (1977), in apaper developed for the' Lifelong Learning Project, suggests that
such research should be? formulated around a statement of thisgeneral problem: What are the factors which enhance or preventengaging"

problem:
arid benefiting from adult learning -opportunitieswherever /they exist?

S.

)
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This question focuSes on bqne.fits.to e learrler. Iiirs diagnostic: It
\ , . .

4

/ enCo9rages;all providers tb investigat%both positive andnegative .- .
I, 'factors in their programs. IT sm ests that such be-used .-

in devell)ping and improVing .those programs. It requires. research.
that results in, practical' guidelines for reaching larger and more,'
needy poPulatiosji While; allowing for the building of a knowledge
base about adul learning,-it at.the same time encourages program

ideveloOnent and improvement :Most importan ,-It-isriot Jimited
to an 'examination or "participants'' in ' rams" 4ut includes,
investigation of

il

- initiated leaning activities $'n informal
. settings. . 1 ,/

t

To be most accurate and usefulresdaechs.designs whichraddres.s,the.
above question should include- information on four, elernerils:

o 'Characteristics of the adults and. the settings in-which they live.
-Mast large scale social science 'research indicates that solutions
to social problems 4.re found only if both the)characteristics of
populations and the settings where people reside are taken into
account; . .

o Learning purpciiks of adults. Demographic variables such as
age, sex', and race are ,often less signifiCant than learner
purpose in predicting success;

/ 4

o Learning opportunities. These are characterized by delivery,
\ through various media, with differing formats, content, -and

objectives, with differe;11 costs;
. (

o Dimensions 9f outcomes. The outcomes, such as learning
.something useful or being motivated to participate further, will
be affected by the inteiections of the prevsus three elements:
the person-in-a-setting, the learning purpose, and tbit learning
opportunity.

Thus, a speCific research question might be: ,What factors (such as
self-confidence, adequate information, prior experiences in school,
access to resources) promote or prevent e pregnant, urbark teenager
from engaging in and be "ting frorn'an education program about
prenatal -nutrition and chil care (such as one offered in a
community center, in a publi high school at night, over public or
commercial TV, through a se - instructional booklet)? A different

9
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9,iestion might be: What factors promote to prevent
,
an. elderly

.
.

"rural widow's engaging in and benefiting from a program aboutsocial securitef benefits? Tho ti each particular piece of researchmay address the purposes; o rtunities, and outcomes for ., aparticular group, a base of kn ledge is cumulatively built. Webegin to understand which ments, in which combination, for> which groups, can make the most poSitive improvements indesigning and delivering more effeCtive educati4nal,services.

D- nos tion and DisserninatiOn. While Lit would -be inappropriate .,fo the F deral Govern ent to provide wholesale financial supportfo 4dult learning opportunities at the local level, the judicious useof dest funds to demonstratanddisseMinate special approachesto bcation is an appropriate Federal activity in lifelong learning.Innovative practices and alternative policies might be tested in realsettings before they were considered for wider applicability.
Projects could range fron neighborhood information tworks to4eadult entitlement or other ch financial aid plans offend on metro-politanpolitan or Statewide bases. Important and needed areas for -effOrtwould include:, development of learning materials designed for useby adults, particularly disadvantaged adult groups; more effective
use of new technologies to reach wide audience on a cost-effectivebasis; and emonstrations of the effective use of such locallearhirig re, urces as fire departments, health and nutritionservices, an a rarige of other, community-based services inproviding family educational services.

Coordination, . Both logic and the need to improveNJ\earner services
dictate ,that some order be brow ht to the patchwork of Federalprograms that benefit adult learners. The Assistant Secretary forEducation is charged ip. the Act with fostering improvedcoordination 'of Federal (support for lifelong learning and withacting as a clearinghouse for information on lifelong learning
programs which are, or may be, carriedaout by any department oragency of the Federal Government. Since hundreds of programs
serve adult learners, such a mission, unless it is carefully pursued,
is doomed to join a long list of ineffectual global attempts atcoordination within the Executive Branch.

One key to effective ,coordination, at least in,iinitial stages, is tothink small, focusing first on a few pebgrarris within the Education
Division of he Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Selland Segal, (1977), in a paper developed for the Lifelong Learning

10
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Project, examined five such .prograThs froth a lifelong learning
perspective,, for differences and similarities.among providers used,
people served, *program goals, barriers addressed,' administrative
structures .and operatidnal. procedurei., Such analytic tools, if
further developed, could provide managers and legislators with

, information on the match between legislative intent and / program
. accomplishment. Such analysis could. gradUally be extended to

wider numbers of programs.

A lifelong learning perspective might also inform the modification
of program structure and procedures.Laga.M starting small. For.
example, several programs in the. Education Division are designed
to expand -postsecondary opportunities for underserved groups.
Each requires separate plans tb be prepared and submitted annually
from -State agencies. Improved efficiency, savings, and learner
service might result if such plans were to be consolidated.

Tosbe effectiv coordination stioldd start small wind should have
specific out mes in mind. For example, establishing linkages
between educapon, agricultural, and consumer agencies might
better educate expectant parents and families about nutrition; or
linkages between education, employment, and community, agencies
might better provide job training to urban youth. Each of these
coordinating efforts wou d '113e designed to, achieve particular
program outcomes., 4r

L.
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"FEDERAL-STATE RELATIONS

4,

the'Statev'traditionally exercise the ultimate responsibility for the
education of youth, and the St,4e role in postsecondary educationhai been greatly enhanced in -recent- years. So a majorresponsibility to nurture and support local providers, falls, on theStates.

As at the Federal level, States have been committed to formal
postsecondary education rather than to the broad range of learning
opportunities available to adults. There are, however, subStantial
cIfferences among States. Although several States have basicp °grams of support for adult education activities, a large numberha e minimal* involvement. Where a State,does support adult andcon ipuing education, its support may be directed toward one of
several agencies. For example, some States stress the role of the
public school, system in serving adults while' others emphasize
community colleges and still others stress programs of continuing
education where they are sponsored.

As Jonsen (1977) points out in a paper developed for the LifelongLearning Project, the financial responsibility that States assumefor adult and Continuing education also varies considerably. In anumber of States, responsibility is limited to the administrVionof
Federal' programs, including thoselin vocational education ana adUlfbasic education. In other States, the costs of adult education
programs are ared between the State and local districts. In fourinstances, the hates are more liberal in their student financial aid
policies than the Federal Government Colorado, Connecticut,
Tennessee, and Wisconsin allow these funds to be used by less thanhalf-time students.

The ,growth of adult participation in postsecondary education hashad a number of consequences at the State level. Some States have
developed postsecondary master plans and others have revised
existing master plans to incorporate attention to the broadersector. In addition, some States have carried out detailed needs
assessments to get a better understanding of what adults arelooking for in education, although Cross (1/97$) points out that
several are limited by an institutional, rather than a learning,
perspective.

12
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Much of ...this planning and assessing has been done by State
postsecondary education agencies. Unfortunately, many, of these
agencies do not ,have the .statutory authority to' implement what
they recomthend. The:Ones that,do have authority have not always
chosen to exercise it. State legislatures are sorrietimestousplcious
of recommendations from the stsecondary sector for new
initiatives in programs for a lts; fearing that colleges and.
universities -may be more inter sted in filling empty seats than in
filling unmet needs.

Increased, competition among institutions for new postseco ary
6 students is acutely felt as State levels. In many instances, State-

supported inItitUtions are in direct competition with private or
locally-supported schools for both vocational and' liberal arts
students. Instead.onSting expanded, opportunitieS are duplicated.
Yet groups who are in need but who are harder to reach because of
poor self- esteem little prior education, or remote geographic
location often reriAliin unserved.

Differences in administrative structures of support for felong
learning are so, great among'the States that generalizatio bout,
theii relations with the Federal Government could be misl ding.
Yet States do face some common issues which are orth
examining. Foi example, the number, variety, and. diversi of
Federal prograws 'militate against and discourage coordination of
the resultant activities at the State level; since these programs
rest on their own legislative 'bases and tend to generate cognizant
agencies or units at the State level. But the two levels of
goveinment may be more responsive to one another (vertical
coordination) than are related' programs at the same levels
(horizontal coordination). Efforts to improve horizontal
coordination at the Federal 'level so that corresponding effects
might be realized at State levels have not been successful. The
results of -efforts to induce coordination strictly at State levels
haver been mixed.

Another problem the States share with the Federal Government is a
lack of information. Key State -education officials, both in the
executive and legislative branches, contend that despite studies
that have been conducted on the needs of adults, they still do not
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0 have reliable data on which to base poll Thoqgh many State _legislators appear genuinely willing to nge educational policyfor the benefit of the adult fear y still require persuasive,
comprehensive information which- reflects a learner perspective,
regarding current services and needs.

Compounding this problem is the fact that using this information isoften as great a problem as developing it. The. several State
studies of needs have shown remarkable consistency (Cross, 1978),and the experience of many ,nrw nontraditional institutions andactivities have borne out these study results. Yet many Stateoff iciTls have still been reluctant to shift dollars from established
programs. State policies and dollars have traditionally supported
educational institutions, not learners. The recent growth of Statestudent financial aid programs has begun to shift this balance, butState encouragement of lifelong learning many mean supportingactivities in addition to (or even in place of) establishedinstitutional priorities. That is, such activities as student financialaid for part -time students, community brokering centers, off-campus offerings, and adult education courses in life skills and
recreation, may require additional State funding.

The Lifelong Learning Act acknowledges the significant role ofStates in Federal education policy andsuggests that Federal efforts
should be glade to improve the State role in lifelong learning. Suchefforts might include reduced fragmentation of effort amongFederal programs which affect the State; pilot testing oV single,comprehpnsive State plans to replace multi le plans in relatedprograms; Federal support for improved asse smelt of adult needsand available resources; and incentive fun "rig from the FederalGovernment for diverse models of statewide readership in lifelonglearning.

_
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LOCAL PR VIDERS AND PUBLIC- POLICY

1.

Learning opportunities for adults are provided by a diverse group of
organization s and institutions in each community, as Appendix B
indicates. Nolfi, (1977b) in a paper developed for the Lifelong
Learning Project, groups these providers into four types:

0 Institpti s and organizations whose primary purpose is
providin educational seirvices (higher education
institutions, community colleges, proprietary schools,
vocational technical schools, public school systems,
correspondence schools);

o Organizations which provide employment-based
learning opportunities (business organizations,
industrial and government agencies, the agricultural
extension- service, trade and professional groups, the
military, labor unions);

o Cultural organizations {libraries, museums, historical
societies, special interest -grodpS,. theaters, cultural
groups); and

o Community and social groups and' movements (citizens
organizations, private .welfare organizations,. service
clubs, social groups, senior citizen groups, women's
groups, free universities, religious organizations,'
minority organizatio,ns, "political groups, consumer
organizations, environmei?tal groups, and other social
movement groups).

lie lists 'educational media (television, radio, newspapers,
magazines, various publications, audio and 'video cassettes, movies)
as additional "providers" of locally available learning opportunities.
A Rroblem In the past has been that because of different funding
patterns' and operating modes, these providers have operated
sepal-ately, rather than. coordinating their resources on behalf of
the learner.

Federal, State and' local policy should be directed toward
. supplementing, not supplanting, the efforts of these local providers.
Policymakers should emphasize three kinds of support: developing
services fdr the currently unserved; developing planning and
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oordinating strategies which encourage.collaboration rather than
ompetition among local . providers; and developing mechanisms
vhich link learners to the appropriate resources.

)eveloping Services. The factors that encourage local providers tofevelop learning opportunities for difficult-to-reach groups must bestudied. In an examination of the supply of learning opportunities
in six communities, Peat, Marwick et al (1977) found that manyorganizations offering adult 'education programs rely on 'the
personal judgements of indiVidual staff members as the basis forprogram decisions, rather than on formal asessments of
institutional capabilities and of ttie community's learning needs.,Further, a recent study on adults with less than twelve years ofschooling points out that "...there are only negative incentives for
recruiting the most in need,, whether by educational or othercriteria, for they are the most likely not to successfully complete
(an educational) program. Efficiency value's do not-favor workingwith the hard to reach and teach" (Rockhill, 1977). Policyinalcers,
as well as educators, need both a greater understanding of the
difficulties inherent in such endeavors as teaching employment
skills to a 50-year-old illiterate welfare recipient, and a greaterdegree to providing appropriate, consistent supportto local' iders.

For example, local program providers need to identify and benefit
from those with eipertise in recruiting, counseling, and teaching
adults with special learning problems. Individuals or institutions
with proven solutions to particular problems might be identified,and a local-State-Federal resource network might be established.
A first step might be the establishment of an informal "board of
counselors," representing the range of provider organizations and
learner groups, to advise State and Federal policymakers, thusinsuring that educational policy is grounded in the knowledge andexperience of local practitioners and consumers. The local "futures
invention" sessions conducted by the 4,ational Advisory Council for
Adult Education is one interesting model for such 'endeavors.

Making Connections. Giver' the diverseand fr merited nature ofthe instructional resources available in most om unities, - local
policymaking and planning groups need techniques or identifying
community needs and establishing priorities. Experi entation with
ocal planning. techniques could be supported and disseminated by)e Federal Government as a part of its role in "providing assistance

16
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for lifelong learning. POlicymakecs and planners may find solutions
in structures with a local organizing prifiqipleadult education
councils; multi-campus instructional progEams; collaborative
offerings between colleges and human sofvice agencies. or places of
employment; educational institutions which have ongoing links with
regional, county or municipal' planning agencies; and multi-branch
libraries. Through such locally based structures, the need of
individuals and groups can be assessed and educational service to
meet these needs can be designed and delivered.

. .

Linking Learners and Opportunities. Again, however, the emphasis
shouldbe on linkages "which directly serve learners. Examples of
effective services certainly exist in some communities. The
Learning Exchange, in Evanston, Illinois; helps individuals who want
to find a teacher for themselves. The Exchange has developed a
file with the names of almost 30,000 people in the greater Chicago
rea who are willing to teach someone else what they know about a

specific subject. The knowledge base repreiented- in the files
ranges from ar.chaeopgy to shoe repair. More than 7,000 tutorial
arrangements, classes, discussion groups, and recreational
activities have been initiated by network participants. The public
library in Portland, Maine, has established a learner's service desk
and staffed it so that any person with a question about learning can
obtain help.. Elsewhere, free universities and community-based
information, referral and advisement services assist individuals and
groups with special learning pui-poses to locate appropriate learning
resources within the community. Particularly promising counseling
services have integrated career .and ddUcational information to
better. serve clients.

Because these services- hold the potential for being genuinely
learner-oriented, and for serving the information needs of learners
of all ages, such "brokering" .services are particularly relevant for
lifelong learning. This is an excellent example of an area in which,
without taking on a, massive funding role, judicious support from
the Federal Government, with effective dissemination to the
communities, could have a significant impact nationally.

17



RECOMMENDATIONS , .t, 4,,,

As thig report has noted, the Federal Government is already
providing many learning opportunities to adults. But thelifelons.
Learning Act signals a promising shit in emphasis and perspective.
Instead of stressing institutions, de rees, and programs .labeled
"education," it speaks of people, ho they learn, what they learn,
and where they learn. It considers the things people need to learQ, ' throughout their lives in order to survive, cope, be happy and
productiVe, love, and grow old with dignity. This report does not
assume ,that the best Federal role is to lure people back to school
by providing massive financial support for adults.. It does assume '
that 'access to learning opportunities-may help people to make their
lives better. '
The recommendations in this first report are limited to some initialprioFities. More elaborate recommendations appear unwise until abase of experience can be established. We expect that the resultsof the activities recommended in this report; as well as completionof the other activities specified in the legislation, will point tofuture directions for Federal support for lifelong learning.Additional recommendations are also made in the next part of this
report, which discusses special learner. groups.

In its efforts to develop a comprehensive lifelong learning policy atthe Federal level, the government should

o Emphasize great equity for adult learners and
increased learner orientation in all policies and.programs.

o Analyze legislative authorities and actual program
experiences to insure that the range of learners and
providers of program services participate on an
equitable basis.

o Initiate coordination efforts among related programs
to redttice duplication and administfative burden atState levels, to improve local services, and to achieve
interagency linkages for the establishment of needed
programs of lifelong learning. 4

o Propose experiments to test alternative financing
plans designed to reduce financial barriers confronting
adults seeking further postsecondary education.

o Support research on barriers to participation, on the...
"natural learning system" of adult groups, and On the
relationships of age and the life cycle to learning. ,

18



o Support demonstration and dissemination of Cost-
. effective _programs and linkages at the local, level
which exemplify learner orientation,, which clarify
distinctions between learning and certification
functions, and which legitimate the broader range of
providers of learning opportunities. , .

o Erhphasize the needs of disadvantaged groups of adult
learner's in these analysis, coordination, research, and
demonstration activities..,

In its effortsto support lifelong learning in the States,,the Feder al
Government should:

o Provide incentive grants to States encouraging the
developrhent of broad, diverse approaches to lifelong-
learning.

1

o Consider the use of single State plarig replacing the
multiple annual plans currently required by several
education and training programs serving adults.

o Provide technical assistance and support to States
intent on conducting learner-centered needs
assessments among adult residents.

Encourage the\estatilishment of interstate and 'regional
s rvices for adults which may not feasibly be launched
in all States, such as the assessment of prior learning,
re iew of work-based training programs for college
c dit value, and "regional examining universities."

. ,"

In its effort to support lifelong learning at local levels, the Federal
Government should'

o Support projects which develop new, cost-effective
approaches to the learning needs of all adults, but
particularly the disadvantaged.

o Support approaches which link diverse practitioners
and policymakers into networks which, in turn, impact
upon State and Federal activities.

o Support the development of learning materials
expressly designed to meet the leafning needs of
adults, and cost-effective means for training existing
personnel, such as college faculties, to better serve
adult learners.
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o- Support the establishment) of local efforts to link
learners, with learning opportunities.

o .Support efforts of local providers to cooperatively
assess learner needs sand make available appropriate
learning opportunities.

o Support an enlarged network_ of learning opportunities
that are accessible on demand, of low cost to the
learner, and open to persons of all social ,classes,
occupational status, and ethnic origins. Museums,
public libraries, and educational media are the exist-mg
institutions that best satisfy these conditions.
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po THE L ?ARN1NG PROBLEMS OF
PECIAL GROUPS /

.

In keeping with, the emphasis of the Lifelong Learning Act upon
learners 'and learning, this year's report #ocuses. upon the special
learning problems of four broad groups: workers, urban youth,
women, and older adults. These groups are not mutually exclusive,
nor do they begin to include all of the individuals in society with
particular learning problems. Oth&-IroUps could and should be
given similar special 'attitntion in future reports: pre-school
children, handicapped ,individuals; professionals with special career
renewal needs, parentsond others.

Indeed, the lifelong learning persp'ective' could.usefully be applied
to individuals at. any point in the life cycle and to groups with
various learning requirements. It is a rich perspective which
encourages us to reconsider' current practice in light of individual

.

and societal needs.

Workers, urban youth, women and older adults were selected for
emphasis in this, first report because most "expects agree that ttieir
needs are particularly pressing (O'Keefe, 1977). A lifelong learning.

-perspective sheds light on needed Federal, roles in plOhing and
coordination, basic and applied research, and demonstration and
dissemination of learning activities for these groups.

'WORKERS AS LEARNERS

School shapes the early lives of young peoplei, and work consumes
as much as one-third of the waking tilme of adults. For many,
school influences self-esteem and corripetence, and work is central
to economic survival and personal fullfillment. Policymakers with
a lifeflong learning perspective can help to close the gap between
the educational and work livA of indivicials: by improving 'the
work-related experience available through the educational system,
by improving the learning opportunities available at tFye workplace,

( and by encouraging linkages between both systerris to support
continual'human development and life transitions.

Entering, participating in, and leaving the labor market are
important phases in the lives of many people. The shift from youth
to economic adulthood is followed eventually by' the shift from
working to retirement. Increasingly-common as well are midcareer
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f /.shifts, which can ,inv-olve changing from one job to another,entering of reentering the labor market after years of homer,naking,
or altering radically one's \occupational and lifestyle. .One workerin three changed from one occupation'to another between 1965 and1970, including 51 percent of men 20-29 and 38 percent of men 30-39. Evtoreover, 27 percent of all men and 13 percent of all woment,changed to a different Major occupational group, such as fromclerical to craft work (Summers and Eck, 1977). Whether they are,production workers, managers, professionals, or trade unionists,adult ,workers who are learning new skills or knowledge areundergoing life transitions that may need educational supports

THE CURRENT SUPPLY OF LEARNING OPPORTVNITIES

The nation's private and public employers and labor unions conducta vast network of training/education/development activitiesinvolving billions of dollars and millions of adults. The overallextent, nature, and participation patterns of these programs arenot known but a brief summary indicates their vastness' and variety:For instance, a Conference Board study estimates that the 7,500U.S. private' sector firms with 500 or more employeesla total of 32million employees) spent $2 billion in 1975 on direct training anddevelopment eipenses1Lusierman, 1977). In its annual report of
1975, the Civil` Service Commission reported experiences involvinga total of 550,446 individual participants, 26,000 full-time training
and education personnel, and a cost of over $125 million. The -Department of Labor's Employment and Training Administration
Notes (1977) points out that more than 265,000 pertons have beenserved by labor organizations in programs sponsored by theDepartment of Labor since 19639 with unions receiving $185
million. Of the over 200 unions in the U.S. and. Canada with
between 60,000 and 70,000 locals, 25 percent have formaleducation programs_ of their own. Clearly, many learning .opportunities exist in the world of work.

THE NATURE OF WORK -

The quality of worklife movement in this country and theexperiments in industrial , democracy in Europe are based on theidea that work, like education, should offer opportunities for thegrowth and expression of human potential. As far as possible it
-should "unslot" people from narrow bureaucratic tasks and allowthem to make a whole contribution.

(
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Concern about humanizing or democratizing work is not new. In
the debate during Ilhe first party of this century between John
Dewey and the pioponents of "a "social-efficiency" theory of

tiOnal education, Dewey argued that the purpose of education-
not simply to produce efficient workers but to cultivate more

complete human' beings. He saw education'and work as,piartners in
this task and believed Oorklike activities should' be ineldded in the
edycation proCess.. Once students learned to learn frord work in the
efiaciational setting,, they could continue the procesi in the work
setting. The social-efficiency theorists, on the other hand, held
that the purpose of vocational education was to produce an
efficient work force., with speciiically; trained workers fitting
specifically 'designed tasks. As ,aiesult of that efficiency, people
would have fre6C time to pursue ; interests that contribute to
_personal, enrichment. 6

Dewey, rather than the social- efficiency thedrists,, had a lifelong
learning perspective. He recognized- the educative potential of the
work -place and eniphasized the development of the indiVidual
within the system rather than the subordination of the individu41 to
it. Such a perspective can bring a larger sense of purpose W bear
on such issues as tinerrixloymenf, underemployment, and worker
alienation, and such 'a perspective is necessary if the remedies for,
these issues are to address causes rather than symptoms.

URRENT U.S. PRACTICE

A great variety of training, educatidn, and development programs
are operated' by corporations, unions, government agencies,
educational institutions, and combinations of these groups.
American experiments in industrial democracy worth noting are the
Work Improvement Program at the Harman International plant in
Bolivart Tennessee, and the Quality of Life Program at General.
Motors.. Both progranis are carried out in cooperation with the
Unitied 'Auto Workers; both stress the involvement of workers in

, goal setting, problem solVing, job design, and other decisions and
.activities that _affect their work; and both include: educational
opportunities °that involve more than learning bits of robs. An
unusual feature of the Harman project is that wor4ers 'can earn
"idle time" if they complete the equivalent of eight- ours of work
in less thad'-that time. The accumulated idle time ca be used for
extra time off r for courses offered in the Har an School--
courses that co r both work-related and cultural subjects.

/
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49 Some programs inv lye both unions and ed tional institutions. Aunion in New York (District 37The PithericanTederation of State,County, and Muni pal Employees) afters COUnseling services andbasic skill instruct on at theworksite. The, union .contraCts, With aof--- e-duta ionat AnstifutiOnS' for -,rnstrUCtional programs.Hofstra University; Works with the Distribiitive Workers of Americain- New York to offer, a liberal arts, curricula at the urtiOlV'headqtiarters. The curricula links theory to practieal.applicationtof the. employed worker. Many similar programs could be cited.
WORK POLICY IsspEs

Although interest has been intense and widespread, as the described,/'programs illustrate, most attempt to reform work have been
piecemeal apict coSmetic. 1 07001 (1974) points out, "Despite adecade of pitom sing experiments with job enrichment; the nature.of *work for th vast majority of Americans is basically unchanged."A similar corffitf is reached by Wirth (19-17 ) "Initial moveshave been made by corporations, ut only 1 percent of the work-force 'is involved in efforts tat' might generously be Called,
industrial democracy."

One% important federal role is he exarnihatioq of certain policyissues (Comstock, 1977). At a ti e when employers are supportinga cluster of major educatio 1 programs, when unions are
negotiating tuition refund benefits, and when institutions of highereducation are learning how to serve workers more effectively thanin' the past, a number 'of. policy analysts and others are raisingserieus questions about the wisdom of increasing public support forlifelong learning opportunities for workers,. They ask, for example,about the extent to which 'worker s want more education than isalready available to them (O'Keefe, 1977; Stern,' 1977), about theevidence that the most dissatisfied workers are those who are too'highly educated for their jobs (Quinn, 1977), AO about whethergovernment 'subsidy for, workers' education irlhe most effective
strategy. for .encouraging lifelong learning (Stern, 1977). Best andStern (1976), for example, suggest that more flexible work
scheduling and opportunities for voluntary work-sharing (giving upsome worktime and income in order to get more free time) may do
more to encourage lifelong ,learning than any educational, programper se.
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In short, is there really an unmet' demand among workers? If so,
and If that demand, were fully met, what cl)anges ould occur in
the labor market and-in the quality of work life? If the net change
Would, be positive, should various levels of governmeit lupport
more extensive education for worker's or should the, task be left to
companies, unions, and existing educational units?

RECOMMENDATIONS

In recognition of 'the complex relationship between learning and
work, a Federal role in lifelong learning should be directed toward
the following goals:

. .

O An identification and evaluation oy existing penrams
sponsored by government, employers, unions and
universities whith incorporate work and learning;

i
o The develO ment and evaluation of demo strati:in

projec ch combine work and learning, ert cielly
those t t aim. at improving the quality of work life,
in ludi g those that permit more flexible scheduling
of tion, work,' and leisure over the course of a
lifetime; these programs should pay particular
attention to the needs of these groups at a
disadvantage in the labor market;

. ,.. .

Support of local projects in which providers of work
and learning collaborate in offering services to
workers; and

) 0 Improvement of informatiop and brokering systems
which acquaint people with8tearning opportunities in
their community, or state.
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URBAN YOUTH AS LEARNERS

Recent surveys consistently point out that adults who areuneducated or poor do not usually take advantage. of adulteducation programs. The younger, least educated members of oursociety face the most difficulty. They tend to be low on thesocioeconomic ladder, low on the ladder of job skills, and oftenfrom a racial or ethnic minority. They neither enroll in coursesoffered by institutions ,in their communities, nor di) they reportthemselves as self-learneri.

People who have successfully made It through the educationA
system are likely to be comfortable in it and ,to use. education to
their continuing personal actiaintage. Those who did not succeed, orwho were uncomfortable 'with their period of compulsqty schooling,
cannot be expected to go back for more. Urban MO tnost oftenfall into the latter group. A tonsequence youth rejection of thenschool system, and learning in general, may- be trouble forthemselves and for society: low skills and poor paying obis, lick ofself-understanding and problems within, the family,' an it*ufficientgrasp of the responsibilities 'of citizenship, and difficultiet with the .law and regulatory agencies of society (Smith, 1977).

,

ThiS pattern is similar to that reported In other countries, and nogovernment seems to have found a totally successful solution. The
United Nations and the Council of Europe have,. in separate actions,
endorsed what amounts to a principle of positive discrimination to'fdvor the poorly educated (UNESCO, 1976).

EMPLOYMENT CONCERNS OF URBAN YOUTH
.

The combined impact of financial and educational. poverty isVividly
illtistrated in the high proportion of urban disadvantaged youthswho either separate from the khool systep, early' or sit throughclasses twelve or more:years without learning much. The learningand working elements of the' situation,. cannot easily bedisentangled. Positive steps, may require the coupling of educations
and work experience. For years it was promised that the
attainment of a high school diploma results in access to jobs. Yet
youth in the central cities know, as well as the census 'takers, that4 out of 10 disadvantaged teenagers cannot find jobs. The
employment reality may make the promises of education seemunreal.

9,
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During the sixties many owners of businesses and industries
'migrated to suburban areas; the process continues. The shifting to
suburban locations from the central city has been especially rapid
for retail trade, a major source of teenage employment. Many of
the remaining jobs available to youth in the central city are low-
paying and insecure, requiring little skill and offering little
oppOrtunity for. advaricernent or learning. Moreover, these jobs are
always available, and young workers know they can be picked up
easily. This kind of employment situation supports and encourages
a certain life-style--one inimical ko the development ,of work habits
and the expectationS associated with upward mobility and economic
Stability.

The learning environment available to disadvantaged urban youth is
equally impoverished. As economic institutions have withdrawn
from the central city, the resources available to support
educational and other public institutions have dwindled. The
consequences for education are drastic, `as the growing number of
school closings and service cutbacks in large ci)ies indicate. The
development of alternative methods of financing public education
is a crucial need if the learning oppoytunities of 'disadvantaged
yduth are to be enhanced.

SOCIAL ATTITUDES OF URBAN YOUTH

One of the most pervasive, damaging, and subtle outcomes of
policy debate is the tendency, especially inithe face of intractable
and politically volatile problems, to blame the *Victims for the
difficulties--and to direct energy, and money into efforts to help
them reform. 'This kind of public attention, communicated
especially through social programs, tends to reinforce the very
situation it vis trying to Mirrect it reinforces in these yoUth the
internal sense of worthlessness, that results from living in an
environment that cannot adequately sustain either body or spirit.

A more recent and comprehensive view of the literature on self-
esteem came to similar conclusions. Low self-esteem in youth is
linked to family disorganization, economic disadvantage, racial and
ethnic prejudice, and social rejection. The responses of youth to
such a social environment are lower achievement levels, lower
vocational expectations, and general lack of confidence.

Such studies support the common sense conclusiorx- the experience
and attitudes of the younger generations will reflect those of their
parents and other significant adults. Second and third generations
of urban disadvantaged youth have learned a definite life-style and
set, of role-expectations thilt fit the erwironment and are passed
from generation to generatibn.
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DATA ON URBAN YOUTH

Numbers convey the story as well as words:

f

O '''The dropout rates for urban, particularly minority,
disadvantaged youth are extremely high:

In Oakland, 'California, the dropout rate in' 1976
was 30-40 percent in the public secondary schools.

Philadelphia; PennSylvania, in 1975, had a dropout
rate of 500ercent at the tenth-grade level.

The proportion of black youths a,ges 14-24 not
enrolled in school and not high school, graduates
was 18.4 percent in 1975; for whites in the same
age group, it was 10.5 percent (U.S. Department
of ComMerce, 1977).

o Disadvantaged and minority youth'S continue to score
significantly lower than whites on standardized
tests:

7- Blacks score approximately one standard deviation
lower than whites on the Scholastic Aptitude Test.
There has been little change in this scoring
differential since 1965.

Data alio.ishow-that while 80 percent of 17-year-
old youths have acquired basic academic
competencies, the 20 percent who have not are
largely from plverty-level homes (Tyler, undated):

Tile Mini-Assessment of Functional Literacy found
that those scoring lowest wire from inner city
schools in which many parents were unemployed
or on Aielfare and had no high school education
(Tyler, undated).

o The statistics On' employment experience further
elucidate the problems faced by urban disadvantaged
youths, particularly if they are nonwhite:
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-- 50.8 percent of 16-to-21-year-old blacks were
without work in 1975 compared to 28.4 percent of
whitentihe same age. (U.S.-Department of Labor,
1976b).

- While black teenagers in. 1976 were less than one-
tenth-of the black labor force, they comprised one
fourth of black unefnployment. t.

The crime and incarceration statistics are the final
commentary on the circumstances of the urban;
disadvantaged youth.

-- In 1974, 28 percent of all persons arrested in
cities were under the age of 18..

16-to724-year-olds comprised 425, percent of all
those arrested in cities.

crft

-- Blacks and those of Spanish origin represent ,a
disproportionately high percentage, of
incarcerated youth. In 1970, blacks and Hispanics
made up almost. half of the total number of 15-to-
24-year-olds in training centers -for juvenile
delinquents.

LIFELONG -LEARNING THROUGH ScHOQL REFORM

For many years social reformers-and policymakers have argued-that
one of the best ways to overcome racism and other forms of
exclusion in America is to move people who are outside the
mainstream into it. Schools have usually been viewed as the logical
mechanism for accomplishing this, tiut they have had mixed success
in carrying out the task. They have helped many disadvantaged
citizens share the benefits of life in America, but they have also
kept mashy out. Learning may be the best chance the disadvantaged'
have to improve their lot; those who are schooled out are
effectively denied this chance. For them, learning is schooling, and
schooling, as they experienced if, was a failure. As adults, they ar
not inclined-to give education another try.

4
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The lifelong learning approach may provide a strategy ttr:ai-Isan) .assist the education system to be more responsive to the needs ofpoor urban youth, thereby decreasing the umber who are "schooledout" at an early age. Lifelong leatni g implies that learningcontinues after high school and that le rning and doing are notmutually,exclusive activities to be parceled into separate periodsof life. They interpenetrate not only in the adult years when-
11;karning is usually accompanied by work, but:also earlier. Oneadvantage of this perspective for urban youth is that it legitimizesactivities which are likely to make school seem more relev t tothem. School need not consist of unrelieved academics; orkexperience, for money, exploration, personal'. development andtraining, can be part of the curriculum. If the work experie ce istied to evaluation of a career plan, the student's sense of purposewill be further enhanced. The school can also help students explorecareers by brokering their involvement in existing non-school

programs, like the Vocational Industrial Clubs of America, the
Distributive Education Clubs of America, or the. Scouts. Inaddition, Schools can arrange for student involvement in communityservice pr'Ojects.

By broadening the curriculum in this way, it may well be possible torernediate some of the most basic causes of school disaffection, the
roots of "schooling out." First, the school provides_the student withnon-academic arenas in which he or she can begin to experiencesuccess in the mainsteam. Work and community service are likelyto tap capacities unaddressed by academic learning. At the sametime, once success is experienced, it may motivate renewed
engagement in academic learning, especially if coursework andexperience are explicitly related in ae student's plan., Second,success may begin to undo some of the student's4Conviction about
nonacceptance in school and, by extension, in the mainstream in
general. If the school, work, and community components of theprogram also foster personalized contact with concerned,sympathetic adults, feelings of acceptance will be further nurtured,
and students will have opportunities to observe a variety of rolemodels.

REFORM OF SCHEDULING AND CERTIFICATION POLICIES

Extending school beyond its'own walls is a concept that brings with
it other structural changes. ISchedules must become more flexible,to accommodate the needs di outside agencies, to facilitate travel,
and to provide for sufficiently long work sessions. Periodic changesin scheduling must be tailored to -accommodate sampling ofdifferent experiences. Reduction in time \spent on academics
impels consideration of alternatives to the nine-month school year.If, for some students, longer and more intensive' experiences appear
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to be fruitful for development, less rigid school entry and exit
policies are in order.

All of these changes imply changes in certificati as well. It
would be unfair to lure students into experiential pr rams without
allowing credit for them. New means of assess nt need to. be
developed. They might well be tied to the g eral i'mwement
toward competency -based certification, which co d be defined to
recognize alternative skill-certification programs irecily linked to
employment opportunity through such pro ams as the
Comprehensive Education and Training Act (CETA So long as the
high school diploma remains a ticIZet...t.Q_ many jobs anges in the
academic-learning/work-experience mix suggest the need to
condition diploma receipt less on time spent in courses and more on
attainment. The chance td prove achievement should be as open as
possible; thus, consideration for taking the present alternative
certification exams.

Changing the nature of the school experience during the years
youth usually spend in school is one application of the lifelong
learning approach. The other application is to make learning
accessible after School-leaving. Here again, lifelong learning is
particularly pertinent to those urban youth who left before- the
reforms suggested were achieved and hence, lack both learning and
certification.

The very programs that are helpful to potential dropouts may
afford a second chance to those who have left. M, lexibility in
the attainment of the high school diploma di ,pansion of
alternative ways to attain and be certified for comp( 'es are all
in their interest. So are the proliferation of experiential programs,
which may provide a more congenial environment in which to
resume learning than a purely academic regime. When such
programs are attached to schooling that offers a different
atmosphere than the familiar one that discouraged them, r- enewed
learning may appear more inviting.

RECOMMENDATIONS

In pursuing these steps to improve learning opportunities for poor
urban youth, a Federal role should include:

0 , Development of knodels for school-lined work
experience programs, through ct .tinuqion and

,
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expansion of such legislation as Youth Employment
Demonst atio'n Projects Act (YEDPA).

qoint eff r(ts, especially by the Departments of Labor
and HEW,I) to identify, evakiate, and disseminate
promising models;

o Joint studies by DOL and HEW of the structural
changes, particularly certification, whiCh are
implmented in connection with YEDPA, and
complementary -efforts by HEW to identify and pool
khowltdge about successful structural innovations
piloted in any of its secondary or post-secondary
programs.

o Contiatied support for school- business - labor-
community coordination On education and work
programs.

o Expansion of research on the needs, problems, and
aspirations of urban youth, including youth from all
minority groups.
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WOMEN AS LEARNERS

Education has always held out the promise of advancement, wealth,
acceptance, and self-fulfillment. Now women are embracing this
promise and testing whether it applies to them as much as it does
to men. College, universities; and vocational schools arerecruiting
methods, and support services geared to women.

The Congress has also proved its interest in the educational
problems of women by enacting Title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1972, which prohibits sex discrimination in
Federally assisted education programs. In addition, the Women's
Educational 'Equity Act of 1974 provided funds 'for research and
development efforts to ensure sex equity and established the
National Advisory Council on Women'S Educational Programs. The
Vocational Education Act also promotes sex equity in many of its
provisions. Within the Education Division, the establishment of the
Women's Program Staff in the Office of Education-and the Women's
Research Program in the National Institute of Education also
illustrate this concern. Through these efforts the government has
attempted to eliminate sex bias and stereotyping in Federally
funded programs, promote equitably balanced staffs, remove
discrimination in financial aid practices, and otherwise address the''
educational needs of women through research, monitoring,
coordination and the development of new projects.

TRENDS AFFECTING WOMEN'S LEARNING

Although women participate in adult education at nearly the same ,,

rate as men do (Boaz, 1977) it is equally true that they differ from AK

men in the subjects they choose to study and thetr...vtasons for
stud ing. Further, women face some common barriers frequently
bas on sex bias, stereotyping, and discrimination or its effects.
There are certain situations, for example that of the mother with
small children who wants to feturn to school, that, are determined
more by sex than by age, income, or education. This remains true
in many cases, despite the increase in the number of fathers who
share childrearing hores and thus enable their wives to pursue
more options.
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Any discussion of how lifelong learning relates to women must
Consider the following trends:

O Fewer women are marrying: in 1976, the marriage
rate was 9.9 per 1000 people, compared to' 11 per
1'000 in 1972.

Women are marrying later: in 1976, 43 percent of all
women betwten the ages of 20 and 24 had never
married, compared to 29 percent in 1960.

o Women are divorcing more often: in 1976, the
divorce rate was 5 per 1000 people, compared to 2.5
per 1000 in. 1966.

o Women are having fewer children: in '1976, 42
percent of the women who were or had been married
had never borne a child, compared to 24 percent in
1960.

Women are heading more households alone: between
1970 and 1976, female-headed families increased by
one-third; in 1976, 11 percent of white families, 36
percent of ,black families, and 21 percent of Hispanic
families were solely headed by females.

Women are increasingly entering tl)e labor force:
from 1960 to 1976, women accounted for 60 percent
of the growth in the labor force.

O More women with children are working outside the
home: in 1974, 51 percent of all mothers with school
age children and 34. percent of those with preschool
children worked, compared to 39 percent and 19
percent respectively in 1960.

As these figu m the National Institute of Education (1977)
point out, women a e marrying later and leSs often and having
fewer children than previously. As a result, new styles of living
that incorporate more learning activities as well as more working
are developing. Also, as the data ,indicMe, more women are
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divorced and are the sole heads of families., These women are, of
necessity, entering the labor force: But married women as well are
taking on more financial responsibilities; to .do so effectively, they
must have a full range of job possibilities. Thus, they must improve
their skills and credentials to compete in the job market.

Such changes in situation and needs are_dearly part of the reason
more women are 'participating in education than ever before. In
1969, nine percent of all women participated in some form of adult
edudation. By 1975, participation had risen to 11.6 percent. By
comparison, the participation of men decreased from 12.6 percent
to 11.7 percent. The greatest increase among women was in the
youngest group, women from 17 to,t34 years, showing a trend on the
part of younger 'women 4to become increasingly involved in adult
eduCation and learning opportunities (Boaz, 19774. At the same
time, college enrollment of women 25 to 34 years old more than
cipubled between' 1970 and 1976' (NIE' Fact Sheet on Demographic
Trends Affecting Women, 1977).

Such increases reflect changes in educational institutions,
government policies, and social attitudes, but may .reflect. even
more the interest and determination of individual women and the
impact of the women's movement on their aspirations. Although
many 'women of energy arid will. haVe overcome some of the
problems whiCh hindered their participation in learning, it is
evident that barriers remain. Women are still underrepresented in
many fields of higher education; they still study subjects
traditionally regarded as more appropriate for women than, for
men, and they still are crowded into a small range of poorlypai
jobs. Removing barriers to formal education and legitimizing th
'modes of informal learning are imperative .if each woman is to
satisfy . her daily needs, pursue, genuine interests, and when
necessary, reshape her entire life.
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THE FINANCIAL PRO3LEMS

The cost of returning to school for an adult is much greater than
for a young person, but this is even more the case of women. The
cost is especially high for a woman who is interested in pursuing a
degree-based university program. Wheri asked why they do not
continue their education, women frequently indicate the lack of
money is the cause (Cross, 1978). Finances also hamper men's
learning, but not so severely. Women face 'complex and often
subtle financial barriers. If they continue their education they
frequently must spend money not only on the obvious,expenses such
as tuition or other fees, books, and transportation, but also on
hidden costs such as childcare and convenience services and
products. These hidden costs can increase the price of less
expensive adult education and informal learning as well as more
formal education. To make use of learning opportunities outside
the home, the mother with preschool children must often pay for a
daycare center or babysitter, rely more heavily on restaurants or
prepared foods, and obtain outside help With the housework. If she
waits until her children are grown, and wishes to enter a regular
college program, she may be at a disadvantage since some
scholarships aid fellowships have upper age limits.

If she is working, she will probably have to cover these expenses on
a lower satary than a man would: Women working full time earn
only 60 pekent cif the salary of men who are employed as full time
workers. (National Institute of Education, 1977). If she is the sole
head pf her household, she may need learning the most, but she is
'the least likely to be able to afford it. The average income of a
mother-only family is 46 percent of the median income of a
husband-and-wife family.

Basic Educational Opportunity Grants are available for some
formal educational programs, but they cover only the costs of
books and tuition, leavirfg women with the burden of the other
costs. Also, they re wire therecipient to attend school at least
half time, an impossibility for most working mothers. Although
other sources of support do exist--for example, through welfare
agencies--identifying and using these opportunities can be difficult,
and often they do not provide sufficient assistance.
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Programs that ease the problems of reentry into education must be
developed. Current sources of money such as the BEOG's, welfare
programs and employee tuition-reimbursement programs should be
reviewed to see whether they provide realistic rtszlaccessible fun s
for women. An analysis should also be ma of ex eriments in
other countries with entitlenNnts, pens" n loans, of e
financing- :alternatives, especially in ligh f proposed leg,. tion
such as.the isplaced Homemaker's Bill or the Homemaker's Social,
Security_Bil .

C.
THE NEED FOR INFORMATION

, The complications involved in finding and getting help from
different financial aid programs illustrates how priceless sheer
information can be to women trying to make the best use of
available learning opportunities. To provide such information,
women's centers have been established on campuses and in
communities -throughout the country. Many have been self-
initiated community-baserl efforts, with strong self-help
components. Rural women in Kansas ha v ned r'''t work to
provide counseling anr1 inAprmatios len in
Roxbury. Similar servt, that are opt. I., 'Judi ut ten find
that their cliei'tele are mostly women. For example, 70 percent of
the people who use the Regional Learning Service in Syracuse, New
York, are female. Such usage patterns give further evidence of the
need women have for information and counseling.

Often these centers operate on a shoestring and fight annually for
their- survival: Only those located on campuses or supported by
local governments have any financial security, though even their
budgets are usually minimal. The campus-based programS offer
credit and charge tuition which can be met by B,QG's while the
independent programs must rely on clients who usually do Snot have
money to spare for counseling,services. Women need to know about
and use good counseling and information centers wherever they
exist.
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EXPANDING CAREER OPTIONS.

One of the main reasons women are see4cing more education is to
improve their career horizons. But beth active discrimination
against women and women's own perceptions of their interests and
abilities, often influenced by sex..-stereotyped attitudes and
training, have hindered their moving into new fields. Adult
education statistics illustrates the tendency of women to cling to a
few "'C' ptable" fields: women usually participate in learning .
oppor uni es that involve cultural, -home, and family enrichment,
while men are more interested in job-related education (Cross,
1978). Whereas 55.2 percent of male participants took
occupationally-related adult education courses, only 31.5 percent
of the women took occupational or similar courses, (Boaz, 1977).
Stereotyped interests often cause women o select a much more
limited and less well OW range of jobs. Approximately 80 percent
of America's women workers are employed in jobs at the low end of
the pay scale in service industries, clerical occupations, retail
stores, factories, and plans. (National Commission on Working
Women, 1977)

Too often educational institutions, anxious to have students, allow
women to follow traditional eduCational paths rather than de
new models that will open real career opportunities for women.
Some. institutions, however, are seeking to break these patterns.
At Northeastern Unizersity, an important coope rative education
model is being developed for adult women. Through internships at
a work site and a new curriculum designed jointly by the institution
and the employing agency, these women are being trained for new
roles in management, electronics, and large-computer sales.

The National Council of Negro Women, Inc., in conjunction with
P ce University and various bulinesses, is conducting a model

m that will move woffien from clerical jobs into
anagement, sales, and administrative positions. At Wesleyan

Universiq and other community and education sites, major efforts
are undeftay to help women overcome- "math anxiety" and qualify-
for highly skilled, high paying jobs in math-related fields. T
Federal Government should continue to encourage educational
institutions to work cooperatively with employers and community
agencies to train women for existing and new fields.
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NING INFORMALLY

Formal learning opportunities represent only a portion Of women's
learning activities. Often, it is in the less formal learning
situations that many of the characteristics peculiar to women's
interests and abilities are most evident. For instance, women have
always demonstrated an ability to learn management, diplomatic,
and accounting skills in volunteer work,-and yet the 'value of this
learning has not been recognized by employers and educators. The
Educational Testing Service, in cooperation with volunteer
organizations and educational institutions, has developed process
of identifying and verifying thesecapacities- to enable w meh who
have gained experience as volunteers to use that exper nce for
college credit or to compete for paid work or new volunteer roles.

PROBLEMS OF ISOLATION

-Isolation is a factor not often considered in analyzing twentieth-
century problems, and yet it remains central to understanding the
situation,of many women. W -le rural women have always lived far
from neighbors, many suburbs women, locked into neighborhoods
bereft of shops, good local tra sportation or rrieeting places, face,
similar problems. Many urba women living in large housing
projects without stores or cultural outlets remain alone most of the
day as well. Only,television a d radio seem able to reach them
during the day, but unfortunate) , these media, tend to be used for
little besides entertainnieq or escape from boredom. A few
experimental programs, howe'ver, are now being developed. In New
Paltz, New York, the State University is offering ,educational
counseling and an introduction to lifelong learning through the
radio. After the first six _weeks of operation, two htindred women
were participating in the course. In New Orleans, a call-in
counseling and life, planning show is being offered on public
television. At the same time it is being offered in Spanish on radio
simulcast. After researching the needs of rural women, the
National Advisory Council on Women's Educational Programs
recommended the use of television and radio to provide isolated
women with more learning opportunities. The potential of radio
and television to meet the needs of women is enormous but largely
untapped.
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While television and radio are important, the actual, gathering of
individuals for informal or formal learning is equa ecessary.
Classes at local churches, housing projects, or public s ools give
women a chance to share' their learning and reinforce eir goals.
By bringing together groups of.wwen, the. Virginia-based Martha
Movement helps homemakers dear with the isolation of suburban
living. Boston has a program for expectant mothers which seeks to
improve the quality'of motJoering by having an experienced" ritbOier
help pregnant women from their fifth month of pregnancy ththugh
the child's first year. Orograms such as these both involve women
as teachers and as learners and help to combat the problems of
isolation as well.

RECOICIENDATIONS

Given, the changing social, political, and economic role of women in
American,, a Federal role in lifelong learning should support the
following kinds of activities:

o ResearCh into the adult development patterns of women and the
financial, institutional and attitudinal' barriers to lifelong
learning that they face.-

o Examination of the informal learning of women( an'd its
importa home; career and volunteer activities.

Counse r and other information and support services that
respp to the situational, .attitudinal, and financial handicaps
of wo en.

o 'den fication or develop t of programs that help women
ente traditionally male field or prepare them for new career
roles.

o Monitoring of all activities carried out under the authority of
the Lifelong Learning Act to see that they take into account
the problems of women, promote positive 'roles for women, and
maintain equitably.balanced staffs.
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OLDER ADULTS AS LEARNERS

America Is "graying" at a faster rate than ev#r before. Older
adults are increasing both in numbers and as a proportion of the
total population. In 1900, only 3.1 million persons were 65 and
over, representing 4.1 percent of the population. By 1975, 22.4
million adults were 65, and over, representing 10.5 percent of the

hpopulation. If the presenI low birth rate continues, by the year
2000 about 31
11.7 percent
Developmen

Older
reach
prec
age; 1 4, it had dlimbed to 71.9 years (68.2 for men and 75.9 for
women).

lion Americans will be 65 and over, representing
of the total population (Office of Human

1976).

e today are in better health and are more likely to
70s, 80s and 90s than were their counterparts of

g generations. In 1900, life expectant was 49 years of

.

Because they are defined as the "less productive" members of a
society that values those who contribute to the gross national
product, older persons become victims of stereotyping and ageism:
Many individuals who look forward to retirement find it to be, in
the words of former Secretary of Labor Willard Wirtz, "aimless
wandering- -the consequence of the national misconception that
life's ultimate door ,prize is security and that leisure is an unskilled'
occupation" (Wirtz, 1975). Because of the way in which society is
structured, outlets for useful activity, paid or.tutpaidi are limited
for plrlecostersons.

The limitations 'encountered iv older persons are traceable in part
to attitudes. A recent study sponsored by the National Council' on
the Aging reported that only 29 percent of the public aged 18 to 64
viewed older persons as "very bright' and alert" and only 35 percent`
viewe& -*ern as "very good at getting things done" (Harris and
Associates, 1975). The attitudes, of those who are not old- -those
who set public and social policies for the nation--influence the self-
perceptions of older persons themselves.

A bettel. understanding is needed of the rich and varied individual
differences among older persons -and of the socioeconomic
differences between one age cohort and another within the older
'population. The "young-old" group is different in style and
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substance from the "old-old," the focus of so many of- .our
stereotypes (Neugarten, 1974). Past studies indicating that
intelligence' declines with age. have ISeen rejected as inValid; older
persons can and-do go on learning throughout their lives. Further,
they continue to, have individual and developmental, needs that
education can help satigfy.

The education system, hoW ver, has failed to meet the needs of .*
older persons. It has no 1 d them anticipatd or deal with the
stresses of human developm in the later years of life. It has
failed to help both middle- ed and older persons learn new skills
or adapt old nes, they y deni4ing* them the opportunity to
contribibte to ,ciety as ettkbers of the workforce or skilled
volanteers.

The learni prospects of older people are changing due to a
number event developments. Accordirrg to a survey by the411
Academy for Educational Development, one out of three colleges
and universities now offers learning opportu ities for older persons,'
and 28 states have pasted legislation permi ting older students to
enroll in regularly scheduled classes free or a reduced tuition rates
(Florio, 1977). Half' of the 2,225 colleges nd universities that .c
offer adult and continuing education active !es make specialrprovisisions for older students. Of these, 553 charge personstover
65 no fee and 549 offer adult education activities at a reduced fee
(National Center for Education. Statistics, 1978). A variety of
other organizations and institutions--senior centers, community
schools, museums, membership groups, libraries--also offer
educational programs for older, persons or have encouraged them to
participate, in ongoing activities. Some 100 museums, for ekample,
now make special efforts to reach older adults.

Ilespite the recent increases in such activities,, older persons still
are not participating much in educational programs compared to
the rest of the population. In 1975, those 65 and over represented
only 2.8 percent of the participants in adult education. Those 55 to
64 represented only 6.3 percent of the participants. Older persons
do not make much use of 'the informal learning networks either. A
1975 survey found that only 22 percent persons' 65 and over had
been in a library, .17 percent in a comm ity center, and 18 percent
in a museum "within the last year" ( and Associates, 1975).

e
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LEARNING BARRIERS Pb g OLDER ADULTS
a.

One explanation for these discrepancies is the buili-In bias that
education and training systems hold toward. the young. The
financial aid policies of colleges and universities are one example.
Students are denied Basic Educational Opportunity Grants if they
are 'enrolled less than and are noI studying toward a
degree. This polity -particularly affects older adults, who 'rarely
attend more than halftime and generally 'do not seeks degree.

Those who do wish to enroll full-time find that college admissions
policies and scholarship programs tend to discriminate against
applicants who are, over 40 years old. Tuition policies allowing
older students to enroll. in on-campus classes free or at reduced
fees have increased access for some, but they reach only a special
few who are able and willing 'to conform to the sgmester-based,

14 credential-oriented patterns of formal higher education..,

J , The -discrepancy. between program proliferation and low
participation:.,may also be explained by the dispositional and
physical l'arriers older persons 'face. These barriers include
inadequate .transportation, lack of money", poor health, and the
scheduling of prpgrams during the 'evening. Perhaps the most
formidable barrier is,,,the one cited by 45 percent 9f .those 65 and
over wp0 were surveyed by the National -Council _on -the Aging..
Quite simpty, they were "not interested" (Harris and Associates,
1975).'

This mãynot be so surprising, .as most older. adults have not
participated in classroom education for fifty years and think ;only
"schooling" when they hear the word "education." They view' the
education system as the domain of the young, the career-minded,

intellectual. Added to this,
'persons, and often educators as. we that they are "too old to

. society has persuaded older

learn," virtually. assuring their low participation.

One problem is with our narrow definition of adult education
participation, which does. not include the self-inittated learning,
avallable thrpugh a variety of networks which are not traditionally
classified as providers of education--friends, family, television,
newspapers, social service agencies, hospitals. An older adult in
need of information on 'the bewildering assortment of age-related
entitlements is more likely to .turn to one of' these sources of
learning for help than to an education program.
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APPROACHES TO LEARNING FOR OLDER ADULTS

bifferient emphases and methods of delivery are most suitable
.

under idifftrent conditions; mass media, correspondence courses,
"community outreach, educational brokering and-counseling can all
be effecOve depending on the situation. Data already available
indicate, fily example, that older persons watch three' hours of
television a. day and prefer to stay at home In the.evening. Over
-20,009 older adults signed up for a horrie-study course on drawing
offered through the_Inst)tute of Lifetime Learning of the'American
Association of Retired Persons. This suggests that independent,
home-based learning is a logical'direction to explore for the older
age groups. 'Yet, in our efforts to "socialize"tader persons, we
have tended to overlook these options.

A similar neglect o/ the learning needs- of older adults is apparent
in work training programs. Yet workeis in their late 40s and 50s ,J
are hit hard by job changei, and older women often find themselves

iv widowed or divorced and forced to seek a livelihood. Older persons
who need .to update job skills or want to learn new ones are clearly
underrepresented as participants in the Comprehensive
Employment and Trainifig Act (c ETA) programs. Of the three
CETA titles that.contain the most education and training (I, II, yi),
only 9 petcent ;of the participants in 1-976 were over 45 years old
(Office of Community Employment Programs, 1976). In 1975,
persons 45 and over accounted for oply 8.8 percent of all
participants in general personnel training programs funded by the
Federal Government (Special Committee on Aging, U.S. Senate,
1976). Once mandatory retirement is abolished, both employers
and employees will have much to.gain if job training opportunities
are extended to older persons..

The learning needs of those who choose to r re from paid
employment- should not be neglected either. In stments in
preretir,einent training and in programs in which oilier persons can
Use their experience and talent in community ser ice provide
benefits to society as well as to the individuals. ACTION's Foster
Grandparent Program is a case in point. In 1977, more than 15,000
low income older adults received 40 hours of orientation and
training in order to provide care to disturbed children as foster
"grandpa/lents. They work 20 hours a week at a stipend of $1.60 an
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hour.' This service costs the government (including administration;
transportation, fees, etc.) $2.30 an hour to put 'each volunteers in
(the field, but the dollar value for the services provided to the
children and the foster grandparents cannot be measured.

-
Fields of knowledge such as history, fine arts, and literature can
also, be invaluable in coming to terms with the traumas of the later
years.. Elderhostel 1977, ,a summer "lir-in-and-learn-in" program,
enabled 4,500 dlder person to move into ddrmitoriei in colleges
throughout the country and to study such <subjects as theater aqs,
philosophy, and autobiography. Such pursuits help older persos
enhance their self-esteem, develop creativity and increase their
sense of control over .the events of life. "Painting helps me soar,"

. says a nursing home resident. "It takes Me out of myself and away
from my aches and pains."

LEARNING AS SELF-HEL.P FOR OLDER ADULTS

Education for older pebple is sometimes challenged as a "frill
which'cannot be. IUstified af, a time when such pressing needs as
health care, income maintenance and crime prevention require
attention. However, continuing education may be one of the best
ways to meet. , these needs and help solve major social problems.
For example, government expenditures for health care services are
higher for this age group than for any other. In order to limit these
expenSes, it would be logical to invest in preventive health care and
self -help measures. Through' health education programs that teach
older 'persons to ward off illness through proper nutrition and
physical exercise and that teach heart patients, frit- example, ice
utilize self-care *chniques, the government, may recognize, cost
saIings. Many such programs could,become components of existing
public, health services.. Further, the older person is the target ,ot.
robberies,' muggings, and other crimes. A small , percentage of
Federal funding for law eipforce,ment could be allotted to teach
older people how to avoid victimization, defend themselves
successfully, and Set up citizen ombudsmen groups against crime.
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RECOMMENDATIONS (
Given the increasing numbers and improved health 'of the older
population, a Federal lifelong learning strategy that takes their
problems and potential into account ,)hould be directed toward the
following goals:

o More education components in legislation relating to older
adults, such as the Older AmAricans Act and the Social Security
Act;

ci Coordination of Federal efforts for older adults, perhaps
including the designation Of an education and aging Specialist in
each agency. or program concerned either with education or
with aging;

o Coordination of education and aging networks at the States
levels including the State offices on aging, the cooperative
extension service, public welfare offices which administer
Social Security, and membership organizations such as the
American Association of Retired Persons, th National Council
of Senior Citizens, and the Gray Panthers;

o Research on the learning needs and patterns' f older adUlts in-
_ study of how they learn beit,. what they want to learn, what

motivates them to learn, and how they Can use their
specialabilities to contribdte to society as well as help
themselves; and \

.

o# Research or the learning .needs and patterns of all minority
.group older adults:--Blacks, Hitpanics, Native Arhericans and
Asians. As ar*ult of the unique cultural attributes of these
Mihotity grOups,0-0.earch, on-their_ diverse learning abilities- and
needs merits additional study. -°4

,..
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CONCLUSION.

The goal of lifelong learning is the enhancement and expansion of
learning opportunities for all social groups and ages in American
society. Lifelong learning is a desirable way both to reform the
current general arrangements for education and' to create
alternatives to the learning opportunities already available through
the existing educational system. .

1-luman beings cease to learn only when they cease to live. In a
trivial sense, then, learning is continuous with life: from birth to
maturity to, old age and death. This is simply a reflection of the
human condition. But since human learning fakes place within the
context of social life, it is always possible to ask whether the social
arrangements of everyday life inhibit or enhanCe learning
opportunities that may lead to the enrichment of individual,-human
experience.

The emergence of a lifelong learning movement is evidence that
many believe the presently constituted social arti,angements of
society are either insufficient for or impediments' to indiVidual
enrichment through deliberate, .sustained learning; and ,this, despite
the fact that we possess 'a huge educational system with vast
resources at its command.'

We hope that thii report will, conetibute usefully' to the making of
educatiorjkl policy with a lifelong learning perspective..

WP,

I
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APPENDIX A

FINDINGS OF CONGRESS, DIVIDED INTO STATEMENTS
ABOUT LIFELONG LEARNING AND LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

(1976 Education Amendments, P.L. 94-482,
,Higher Education Act, Title I-B, Sec. ,31)

Statements About
0 Statements About

Lifelong Learning Learning Opportunities

(2) The American people need
Efelorgi learning to enable
them to adjust to social,
technological, political,
and economic changes.

(3) Lifelong learning has a role
in deve oping the potential
of all persons including
improvement of their

I well-being, upgrading their
workplace skills, ar'1 preparing
them to participate in the civic,
cultural, and political life of
the nature.

(4) Lifelong learning is important
in meeting the needs of the
growing numbers of older
and retired persons.

A-1

(5) Learning takes place through
formal and informal instruction,
through educational programs
conducted by public and private
and other institutions arftl
organizations, through
independent study, and through
the efforts of business, industry,
and labor.

(6) Planning is necessary at the
national, State, and local levels
to assure effective use of existing
resources in the light of changing
characteristics and learning needs
01 the population.

(7) More effective use should be
made of the resources o the
nation's educational' inMtutions%
in order to assist the people of
the United States in the solution
of community problems in areas
such as housing, poverty,
government, recreation, employment,
youth opportunities, transportation,
health, and land use.

(8) American society should have
as a goal the availability of 0
appropriate opportunities for
lifelong learning for all of its
citizens without regard to
restrictions of previous education.
or training, sex, age, handicapping
condition, social or ethnic background,
or economic circumstance.
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NDI

SOURCES OF EDUCATION AND LEARNING IN THE SA

DELIBERATE ErUCAYION.AND:tEARNING

ApproXierfate
Number of

Usual Age Participants
Of Students (in millions)

I. In the Schools

A. Pre-Wrmary education 1-4 10.0
B. Elemehtary and

secondary education 5-17 42.0
C. College and university

undergraduate education 18-21 9.5
D. Graduate and

professional education 21-27 1.5
E. Public school adult

education 16 and older 1.8
F. Proprietary schools 18 and older 1.2
G. College and

university extension
and continuing
eduCation 28 and older 3.3

H. Community education All ages .5

II. In Non-School Organizations

A. Private industry 5.8
B. Professional associations 5.5
C. Trade unions .6
D. Goverr.ment service 3.0
E. Federal manpower programs 1.7
F. Military services 1.5
G. Agriculture extension 12.0
H. City recreation departments 5.0
I. Community organizations 7.4
J. Churches and synagogues 3.3
K. Free universities .2
L. Parks and forests No meaningful estimate

III. Individually Used Sources

(exact numbers in these categories not available)

A. Peri Onalat hand
B. Personal--at a distance
C. Travel
D. Print media
E. Electronic media

(Peterson et. al, 1978)
(The above figures represent Peterson's estimates based on data from a wide
variety of surveys and from summary reports developed by the National Center
for Education Statistics.)



APPENDIX C

"14BLIC LAW 94-482 - OCTOBER 12, 1976

TITLL I - HIGHER EDUCATION

(Part A of title I contains the authorization for the
"community service and continuing education"
program and the authorization of\the National
Advisory Council on Extension anti Continuing'
Education).

"PART B--LIFELON LEARNING

"FINDINGS

"SEC. 131. The Congress finds that-7 I
"(1) accelerating social and technological change have had impact

on the duration and quality of life; .

"(2) the American people need lifelong learning to enable them
to adjust to social, technological, political and economic changes;

"(3) lifelong learning has a role in developing the potential of
all persons including improvement of their personal well-being, upgrading
their workplace skills, and preparing them to participate in the civic,
cultural, and political life of theNation;

"(4) lifelong learning is important in meeting the needs of the
growing number of older and retired persons;

) "(5) learning takes place through formal and informal instruction,
through educational programs conducted by public and private educational
and other institutions and organizations, through; independent study,
and through the efforts of business, indu4try, a labor;

"(6) planning is necessary at the national, S e, and local levels
to assure effective use of existing resources in t e light of changing
characteristics and learning needs of -the population;

"(7) more effective use should be made of the resources of the
Nation's educational ins-fitutions in order to assist the people of the
United States in the solution of community problems in areas such
as housing, poverty, government, recreation, employment, youth
opportunities, transportation, health, and land use; and

"(8) American society should have as a goal the availability of
appropriate opportunities for lifelong learning for all its citizens
without regard to restrictions of previous education or training, sex,
age, handicapping condition, social or ethnic background, or economic
circumstance. 4

Education, the National Institute of Education, the Fund for the
Improvement c Postsecondary Education, and the National Center
for Education Statistics), other agencies of the, Federal Government,
public advisory groups (including the National Advisory Councils
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,

on Extension and Continuing Education, Adult Education, Career
Education, Community Education, and Vocational Education),
Commissions (including the National Commission Libraries and
Information Sciences and the National Commission on Manpower
Policy), State agencies, and such other persons or organizationsas may be appropriate, in carrying o the Commissioner's
responsibilities, and make maximum e of information and

N...,,ortudies already available.
, .

The review required by clause (3) of this s section shall include--
"(i) a comparative assessment o domestic and foreigntax and other incentives to encourage increased commitnotnt of businesk.and labor;
"(ii) a, studykof alternatives such s lifelong learning

entitlement programs or education gche s designed to, assist adiAltsigi,
to undertake ecicatioci or training conjun t s with, or in periodsalternative to employment;

"(HO' review of possible modifications to -xisting Federal
and State student assistance programs necessa crease their

c\Jrelevance tt tke lifelong learning needs of adults;
"(iv) the organization and desi: of funding for pre- and)

post-retirement training and educatio for the elderly;-and
"(v) modifications to Feder. nd State manpower training,

public employmenunemployment mpensaticin, and similar funding .programs so as to better facilitate, ifelong education and training
and retraining, for employment. (

.."(b) After consultation with 4propriate State agencies, the AssistantSecretary is authorized--
"(I) to assist in the planning and assessment, Aci( determine whetherin each State there is an equitable distribution of lifelong learning

services to all segments of the adult population;
."(2) to assist in assessing the appropriate roles for the Federal,

State, and local governments, educational institutions and community
organizations; and

"(3) to assist in considering alternative methods of financing and
delivering lifelong learning opportunities, including--

"(A) identification of State agencies, institutions, and
groups that plan and provide programs of lifelong learning,

"(13( determination of the extent of whicItoprograms
are available geographically,

"(C) a description 'of demographic characteristics of
the population served,

"(D) analysis of reasons for attendance in programs
of lifelong learning, and

"(E) analysis of sources of funds for the conduct Of
lifelong learning programs, and the financial support of
persons attending programs of lifelong learning.

"(c) The Assistant Secretary is authorized, with respect to lifelong
learning, to assess, evaluate the need for, demonstrate, and develop
alternative methods to improve--

"SCOPE OF LIFELONG LEARNING

"SEC. 132. Lifelong learning includes, but is not limited to,
adult basic education, continuing 'education, independent study,
agricultural education, business education and labor educa ion,
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occupational education and job training programs, parent education,
postsecondary education, preretirement and education-for older and
retired people, remedial education, special education programs for
groups or for individuals with special needs, and also edUcational
activities designed to upgrade occupational and professions kills,
to assist business, public agencies, and other organizations in t the use
or innovation and research results, and to serve family needs d
personal development.

"LIF1 LONG LEARNING ACTIVITIES

"SEC. 133. (a) die Assistant ecretary shall carry out, from funds
appropriated pursuant to section 1 1(b), a program of planning, assessing
and coordinating projects related to lifelong learning.' NI carrying
out the provisions of this section, the A sistant Secretary shall- -

"(1) fosterjmproved coordination of er l'support for life-
long learning programs;

"(2) act as a clearinghouse for information r rding lifelong
1 arning, including the identification, collection, an dissemination
t educators and the p tic of existing and new infor ation regarding
li elong learning progr ms which are or may be cart-le out`and

pported by any dep ment or agency of the Federal government;
"(3) review present and proposed methods of financing and

admix istering lifelong learning, to determilie--
"(A) the extent to which each promotes lifelong 1#arning,
"(B) program and admiistrative features of each that

contribute to serving lifelong learning, 7

"(C) the need for additional Federal support for lifelong
learning, and ,..

"(D) procedures by hich Federal assistance to lifelong
learning may be better ap ed and coordinated to achieve the ;,
purposes of this title; NO

..

....x

"(4) review the lifelong learning opportunities provided through
employers, unions;(the'rnedia, libraries and museums, secondary
schools and posisecondar educational institutions, and other public .,
and private orbniisations determine means by which the enhancement
of their effectiveness and c rdination may be facilitated;

"\ "(5) review existing major foreign lifelong learning programs
4nel.related programs in order to determine the applicability of such
programsl-R this country;

"(6) iden ify existing barriers to lifelong learning and evaluate
programs d .igned to eliminate such 13.r-rs; and

"(7) to the extent practic_abler/see e1p advice and assistance
of the agencies of the Education Division (including the Office of

" ( 1 ) research and development activities;
"(2) training and retraining poeple to become educators of

adults;
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"(3) development of curricula and delivery systems approp late
to the needs of any such programs;

"(4) development of techniques and systems for guidance and
counseling of adults and for training and retraining of counselors;

"(5) development and dissemination of instructional materials
appropriate to adults;

"(6) assessment of the educational needs and goals of older
and retired persons and their unique contriblitions of lifelong
learning programs;

"(7) use of employer and union tuition assistance and other
educational programs, educational and cultural trust funds and other
simil4r educational benefits resulting from collective bargaining
Aleements, and other private funds for the support of lifelong
learning;

"(8) integration of public and private educational funds which
encourage participation on lifelong learning, including support of
guidance and counseling of workers in order that they can make best
use of funds available to them for lifeloh learning opportunities;
and

"(9) coordination within communities among educators, employers,
labor organizations, and other appropriate individuals and entities
to assure tl5at lifelong learning opportunities are designed to meet
projected career and occupation414 needs of the community, after
consideration of the.availability of guidance and counseling, the
availability of inarmation regarding occupational and career
opportunities, and the availability of appropriate educational and
other resources to meet the career and occupational needs of the
community.

"(d) In carrying out the provisions of this section the Assis*nt
Secretary is authorized to enter' into agreements with, and to make
grants to, appropriate State' agencies, institutions of highv education,

public and private nonprofit organizations.
"(e)1tIn carving out the provisions of this section the Assistant

Secreta&y shaINssue reports stAmmarizing research-and analysis conducted
pursuant tb this section, and shall develop the resources'and capability
to analyze and makeecommendations regarding,Apecific legislative
or administrative proposals which may be considered by the President
or by the aongres.

REPORTS

"SEC. 134. The Assistant Secretary shall transmit to the President
anq to the Congress a report on such results from the activities conducted
piksuant to this part as may be completed by January 1, 1978, together
with such legislative recommendation as he may deem appropriate.
The Assistant Secretary than similarly report annually thereafter."
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APPENDIX D

Papers Developed for the Lifelong Learning Project

Baldwin, Fred D., "Lifelong Learning and Public Policy." An analysis
of the/problems of basing public policy around a societal goal
open to so many interpretati6ns as "lifelong learning."

Barton, Paul E., "Lifelong Learning: Starting Young." The place of
lifelong learning in the transition period from sch iQling to work
for youth aged 16 to 21.

Bennis, Warren, "Toward .a Learning Society: A Basic Challenge to
CHigher Education." Critical perspective on the role of higher

education in lifelong learning.

Clark, Richard E., "An Approach to Re§earch on Learning Opportunities
for Adults." Offers a plan for generating, research questions
that will yield information that is useful to providers, and planners
of adult Itar4ing opportunities. Facet analysis is itsed to expand
or the genergl questiorc What factors sncourage dtt- deter adult
participati in andfbenefiting from aduit learning opportunities?

Center for Multid sciplinary Exercise (COMEX), drafted by
Frederick L. Goodman, University of Michigan, "A Plan for
Conducting Experiments to Determine People's Preferences."
A method for conducting experiments to develop and refine
local priorities in lifelong learning.

Entine, Ala)? D., "Lifelong Learping in tf Transiti nal Years.' A
focus on the middle-aged arid older a ult aged 45 to 70.

Ferber, Daniel, "Minnesota and the Lifel ng Learning Society." Describes

io, Carol, "Education and Work Training Programs for Older Persdlt)s.,11
Criteria, highlights,,and case studies of learning programs that
work.

the Minnesota experience in lifelong learning.

Green, Thomas F., David Ericson, and Robert H. Seidman, "Lifelong
Learning and the Educational System: Expansion or Reform?"
Assessment of the conditions under which the peomotion of
lifelong learning is likely /to change the existing system, be
modified by the existing gystem, or take on aspects of programs,
already within the existing system.
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Grotelueschen, Arden, and Alan P. Knox, "Non-Occupational Lifelong
Learning." A broad look at current and possible future roles
for adults in the family, as citizens kit-during leisure time, and
the implications of ese roles for adult use of the total learning
system.

Jonsen, Richard W., "Lifel ng Learning: State Policies and State /Federal
Relationship, Priorit s,-Issues and Alternatives:" Analysis
of financial issues in state lifelong learning programs.

Kurland, Norman D. and Douglas Windham, "Financing Learning.
Opportunities for Adults." Examination of
current lifelong learning financing methpds and resources and
the development of financial alternatives which would improve
on these methods.aiid make better use of these °resources. To
be published in the School ReviCzw, May, 1978, prepareg for the
Project on Financing Learning Opportunities for Adults `t A
Joint Project of the New York State Education Department's.
Study of Adult Education, and the Education Department of
the University of Cycago, with, support frii;m the National
Institute of Education and th d Foundation. Includes the
f &Iowa% papers:

,
.

Barton, Paul E., "Lifelong Learning: Getting Started"
Levin,.Henry M., "Financing Higher Education and Social quity:

Implications for Lifelong Learning" sl.

Christoffel, Pamela H., 'I'Current.Federal Programs for Lifelong
Learning: A $14 Billion gf fort"

Jonsen, RiChard,W., "Lifelong Learning: State Policies"
riffith, William ., "Education Needs: Definition, Assessm

a,nd Utilization" ' 4
Steiger, JoiNnn M., and rbara Kiimball, "Financial Aid for Lifelong

Learning: the Spec 1 Case of Women"'
Wagner,,Alan P.; "Financin Post-Secondary Learning,OppOrtunities
i Through txiiting Federal Student Aid Programs"
Leslie, Larry, ';Tax Allowances for Non-Traditional Students"
Stern, Barry E., "A Proposal for Hig,nSchool Entitlements"
Michaelson, Jacob B., "Financing Lifelong Learning: The Case

A 'st Institutional Grants" \. 4
Arbeit , lornon, "Reitiew Ess" Evaluating Vouchers in WIN"
Bridge, Ft; arry, "Information Imperfections: ,Tje ,Achilles Heel

. of Entitlement Plant"
.

Kurland, Norman D., "Financing Learning Opportunities for Adults:
POlicy Implications"

Windham, Douglas M., "On Theory an Policy .i,n Financingetifelong
Learning"

elk
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Co9ies of School Review issue may be ordered from: Journals
. Dept. University of Chicago Press, 5801 South Ellis Avenue,

- Chicago, Illinois 60637. Price: 14.00. Make check payable to
School Review. Issue available about May A 5, 1978.

( . -1 ..
-----,----,/

Levine,Herbert A., and Morris L. Fried, "Labor's Role in Lifelong
Learning." Assegsment of the, role unions think should be played
by government, manageme t, 'educational institutions, and
individual workerriin Mel g learning.

\

Lewis, Robert, "Linking Lifelong Learners -with Educational Resources."
The crucial role of fecruitrhent, information, and counseling
in reaching the undereducated adult.

MacKenzie, John R., "The Supply of Lifelong Learning for Workers."

(\*

Assessme of current supply of le4ning opportunities for workers.
!

McCan, Robert, "Lifelong Learning: A Community Perspective for
Blue Collar Workers." Assessmeint of the role of "community"

, in lowering barriers against learning for workers.
1

Mills, Ted, "Quality of .Work Life, Lifelong Learning, and Educations"
Assessment of the relationshOtectween an improved quality
of worklife and access to lifelong learning of workers.

Moody, Harry, "Perspectives on the Later Years." A focus on the
adult aged 70 anoLover.

r- .1
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(-------
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\_Nolfi, George, J., "A Nrignal Agenda: Priorities for tifelong Learning
Research, Development, Demonstration and E aluation." Summary
of major reco ions made in state st ies.

.,.Nolfi; George, J., "Liferdng Leaf' Marketpla e." Overview of current
lifelong learning,actifiti thf!,prIvate"s ctor. ' ilk

.,
Parks, P., "The,SchOoled-Out PiOilati, oru et,ISTes"v Form of Social Inequity?"

Dealing with the imbalance between those. who are well-educated IL
and involved in lifelong learning and those who are not.

, ,

S
s'treat,'Marwick, Mitchell and Company, "A Study of the Supply of Adult

Learning Opporturities," n d by the Office of the Assistant
\ Secretary for Planing and ation. Develops some factorsi" ,; -\

in local cornmyities.
.41k- \ relating to \a theory'sof sti4 adult learning opportunities. er'

tt,
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Solinger, Jan and Michael C. Alin, "Cultural Resou

the Comm ity Lifelong Learning System." Ho
libraries, zo s, and other cultural agencies in t

. provide ser ices that meet learning weds?

.IPowell, Susan A., "State Policy and Lifelong Learning: A Critical
Reassessment." Analysis of issues in state policymaking.

Schuller, Toni/"Lifelong Learning: Foreign Experience." The expirience
of other.vnationS in identifying ay dealing with problems aociated
with developing rfriOnal policylind programs for lifelonelearning.

Sell, G. Roger, and JoAn 'A Methodology for Describing Federal
Programs that rt Adult teaming Opportunities." Development
of a descriptiv del which could serve as a basis for coordination
of federal lif ng learning prograTs..

Smitansky, Mosh "The Family and Lifelong Lea g." Ways in which
to capitaliz on the strength of the f setting for lifelong

learning. Su rted by the National Institute of Education.

Smith, Gregory, and he National ManpowenInstitute St9.ff, "Lifelong
Learning and Urban Disadvantaged4youxh." The r6levance

feVong learning to a special population.

William A., "A Management Perspective on Wf
assessment of the rolynanagennent thinks sho

(by government, tAt?ions., educational institutions
workers in lifelong learning._

Wirtz, Willard 'LifelOng Learnitpland Living." Th
in° the c ntext of lifelong arning's reach a
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